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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is written with two purposes in mihd.-o • "The 
first purpose is to inquire into the nature and scope of 
institutiorial-type economic study in such a way as to clari
fy its position in the great body of accumulated economic 
thoughto In order to compare institutional.economics with 
other schools of thoughts emphasis is placed on the precon
ceptions and methodology rather.than on the results obtained 
by the various writers considered as institutionalistso The 
second purpose of this thesis is to provide future students 
of economic thought with an easily Understandable treatment 
of this type of economic analysis o Many texts written for 
use in classes designed to cover the history of economic 
thought give but a very superficial treatment of institu
tional economics and thereby do not enable the student prop
erly to ascertain the worth of this hind of economic study® 
If resort is had to books on contemporary economic thought 
by the typical student 5 he is usually discouraged from pur
suing their content because of the lengthy treatment given 
and the too—scholarly presentation® In this thesis^ the ; 
attempt is made to remedy this situation by using a style 
that will encourage5 rather than discouragec, the reading 
of this study* . '

Because of the last named purpose of this studys the
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method of.treatment deviates slightly from what is usually 
: considered to be proper thesis form. The first chapter is 

: designed- to give -the student a general orientation of the -; ^
subject-;-of institutional economics- and touches on all the 

: characteristics of this school0 Due to thisy there are
.'seyefal repetitions in the thesis p but they are of such a 

‘: .nature as to be complementary to one another and will serve
. -. to f ix -more ̂ firmly these ideas in the mind of the student 

;who has time to read oho The remainder of the thesis fol^
; : lows the usual pattern adopted by most' thesis writers» A

biographical sketch of the three economists considered is
- given so as to reveal the mental attitudes of these.writers3 

and thereby facllitate the reader® s understanding of their -\ 
workso Tollowing an acquaintance with the background in- 

■ fluences of each writer, an explanation of his theoretical 
pdsitloh is given,, plus an evaluation'of his constructive . - 

f worko. Thorstein Veblen®s economics’ is treated most exten
sively because he is considered to be the founder of the 

: Institutional schoolo the/ evaluation of Mitchell- and. Com
mons is made in 'the lliht-'of their contributions to the type 
of theory formulated by Veblenc, The last chapter is. an 

„ : eyaluation of institutional economics> . and the; attempt is ; .
V;-' 'made - to judge .its worth in the light of the Contributions of

’Other schools of thoughts " ■f fj;
; The sources used in this study include original works 

■ . ' of Veblen^ Commonsand' Mitchell |. boOks written on modern ,



economic thought̂ , and articles and reports appearing in a 
number of economic journals. The attempt is made to present; 
a. purely .objective study of institutional economics* and any 
evidences of bias on the part of the author is unintentional»



-CHAPTER II,

THE•GEWERAi CHARACTERISTICS OF IMSTITOTIOMAE
. . s -;: ■ c . : - {economics .s -A r ' -

; The ■Orxgiil of Institutional - Economic s;

:To tpEope$I^ a Hisettssion of the nature and- \
scope of institutional economics it is:necessary to .consider 
the environment in which it was nurtured„ From the time of 
Adam Smithes, publication of the- Wealth of Hat ions (1776) ;
..-until Wilhelm' Rose her published his Outline of Lectures on - 
Political Science.According to the Historical Method in 1643 
'the Writings, of .all the economists emphasized the fixed or 
persisting’features of economic life o- They ;ali assumed that 
beneath the fluctuations of daily economic activity there 
was' an abiding structure or order which should be the main 

- conbern of the economists An analysis of this underlying . 
Astatic/order was supposed to provide- a body of general eco
nomic principles’of universal applicability 0 ■ A
1r -/ This mechanistic or static view of the economy :had its. - 
origin in the type" of scientific thought popularized by Sir 
Isaac Newtbno ‘ Hewtoh believed that the universe was an un
changing system whose operations could be teduced to a num-, 
. her of; universal propositions= This belief was reinforced 
by Hohn Locheis-philosophy which- held that the universe was 
unchanging and■that change and development were superficial



.pkeriom̂ na of no basic' significance<; ' Ini applying a scien
tific approach to the study of the economic system the writ
ers who; have come to be known as members of the "Classical 
School" adopted the scientific method of their contemporaries 
in the: f ields of ' physical: ahd philosophical, science.

T This static yiew of the economic system and the accom
panying mechanistic method of analysis endured until 1 8 4 3  % 
the date of inception of the German historial schoolo It was 
in's this year that .Wilhelm, Rosebfer stated the principles of 
the historical schoolo ; His writings and the writings of all 
the other members of the historical school represented the 
fiist real break with the classical schoolo ; Having been 
greatly influenced by Hegel's evoiutionary view of the uni
verse and Savigny8s thesis that law is a spontaneous growth 
of the entire life of the nations they lost faith in the’.;
.classical, idea of a . Static economic system and the related 
Sethod' Cif deductiye: ;analysis=> Falling in line with. Hegel's: 
concept of "becoming" and applying it to economicss Karl. 
Marxin 1848s/ presented his Communist Manifesto containing : 
a theory of the development of capitalistic economic ofi. 
ganization •-Following this further b re.ak with the classical 
type Of economic analysis, the evolutionary concept was 
strengthened by the publication of Charles Darwin8.s 'The - 
Origin of Species in 1859= The philosophic concept of 
process -or of'becoming was comblhed with the biological con
cepts of, change and developmento The effect Of Darwin's
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• work in the biological sciences gave the evolutionary out™ . 
look a more widespread- public acceptance0 It also confirmed ■:
Harx8; belief in his' evolutionary theory of capitalism and ; ;
provided him with a, firmer foundation:for the work he was 
preparing for publication (Das Kapital0 published in 1867)» "
In the f1rst volume of Das Kapital Marx explained that the . ; ■ 
Standpoint from which.he made his study of capitalism was 't 
based on the concept of the economic system as an evolving 
process of natural history. His belief was that an economic 
system is like an historical event that has its roots in 
the pastj, but which also exists in the present^ and carries v
within it much of future significance0 To Marx the econo
mic system was more changeable than the physical, universe in : 
which it functionedo '  ̂ . ' " • ’' : ' l y

While the' scholars in Europe were warring over. conflict- ' 
ing concepts of -the nature af the economic system the 
American' economists were peacefully following the eighteenth- 
century design of an abstract science concerned with the ' 
universal; principles of -a,;mechanistic^ compe- ' •
tltioUo It was not until .1868 when Charles B i 'Peirce pub- ^  
lished'a number of essays on the nature and scope of scien
tific thought that America had an 81 intellectual awaken ing 8!o 
jPeiree reversed the traditional way of .looking at things ;■
which had come down:from Newton, locke^ and other British 
.thinkers^. He presented the proposition that the basic 1
features of reality are. not its.uniformity and its capacity
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to remain' unalteredj, "but its diversity; and its capacity to 
change and develop 0 -He wasr" followed by William James and 
John Dewey who?took'the world order to be not a stable 
mbohanism but a continuous or an emergent processo' This • 
emergent ̂process is dynamic rather than.static» The world 
orier .is. composed of many parts which are undergoing change 
ut' different rateso and which •consequently do not fit into 
any well-integrated: system of analysiSo Although; thisr order 
r can. be viewed from both the structural and functional as
pect s5 the functional aspect is held to be basic = " The most 
significant feature of•social relationships is their dynamic 
characteristic o It is- not asswed that beneath the daily 
fluctuations' of human activity there is an abiding social 
order whose functioning may be reduced: to a set of immutable„ 
universal "principles> - /
v It was in this intellectual atmosphere that institu- 

tional.economics had itsVbirtho After viewing classical or 
orthodo# 'economics In the light of the. advances made in 
scientific thinkingp .economists like R 0 T o Ely and S„
Patten became eonvlnCed of the Inadequacy of that type of 
economic analysis. Although they recognized the problem 
of Injecting more realism into economic analysis they did 
not go very far beyond destructive criticism of orthodox 
economics. The laborious task of forging new tools that 
would enable the economist to adequately deal with.economic 
reality fell to Thor stein B. Veblen. It was Under his



leadership that a new movement in America to formulate a newr 
pponomlcs was/ started.. , ;  ̂ - v' ; . / r:

The Mature and Scone of Institutional Economics

Although Thorstein VebXen is the founder of the insti- : 
tutional school it must be kept in: mind that. his theoretical. 
offerings do not comprise the whole of institutional thoughts 
Many of the. other .writers in the institutional field found :
- various : parts of Veblen’ s interpretation of capitalism some- . 
what: outmoded and many pushed .their analysis along somewhat 
different lineso In other/words. Veblen8s work was corrected; 
improved upon; and extended by his/followers« ■ This is not 
to say;., howeverp that.tMse ,young@n economists had' developed 
• a basic approach to economic studies which was different 
f rom Veblen^ s approach,: Their work wasr carried on very : ' ■:
much in the Veb 1 enian ttadition.,, It is because of this ele
ment of unity in . their views; of the study of economics that 
it is possible to regard them all as member s. of a distinct - 
school -of ecbnomic thoughti : _
: The unity that has been found. running through the eco-
nimic thought of the institutional writers is contained in; : 
three fundamental propositions .exhibited in all their works. 
The first of these propositions is the evolutionary nature 
of the economic order c The concept of a static, competi- >
tlve economy is regarded as a.fiction and is replaced by v
an economy that is . dynamic and emergent . - The present
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economic order has in it elements of the pasthut it pos- . 
sesses some features that are peculiar to itself. It is 
but a link in the chain of an evolutionary process and as 
it passes put of existence its image will be dimly re- 
fleeted in the features of its successor,• Each economic 
order is a product of cumulative change,•and it is because 
of this fact that it becomes impossible to apply in an un
qualified manner a generalization derived from a past •eco- 
homic order to the one existing In the present= Thus eco
nomic principles are relative to particular periods in 
history and are not unconditionally applicable to the Exist
ing economic order, :

The second fundamental proposition advanced by the 
institutional sehool,is that man going about the task of 
making a living follows the dictates of social institu
tions o M  institutipu is a generally adopted way of doing 
something, it is a social habit of thought or action. Just 
as an individual forms habits by which he acts in certain •' 
ways without going through a long reasoning process, so 
society. Individuals", in the mass, ■ form habits „ ' Thus an 
institution Is a collective way of doing things. When, ex
posed to the same stimulus most members of society.follow 
the Same pattern of action<; They seldom reason about their 
conduct but accept it, hot •because they personally proved 
it best, but because it is generally accepted or.followed. 

This explanation of human behavior does not in the



■least cotziclae with the orthodox interpretation of human. 
natureo The older writers assumed that man was a Creature 
of pure reason exercising a high degree of rational calcu
lation In making his economic decisions <> This aspect of 
human behavior is given a secondary role in the total of 
.human' behayior by the institutional writers s but it is not 
completely ruled out<> The rational nature of man comes 
into play whenever there arises a need for adjusting an 
institution to new economic arrangements» Although he is 
;a Creature of habit he is also gifted with a capacity to 
leams to analyze situations5 and to make adjustments in 
ways of thinking and acting® : Thus the "individual is able ...
to replace outmoded behavior patterns or institutions with
■ ::.;v rf'f 1  .u;
new patterns that are more In line with the necessities of
the modern technological age® Although man is able to cope 
with the. economic problems that ..arise, he is not able to 
solve them as quickly as they arise® AS a result economic 
problems have aceumuiated at a.fate which has far exceeded . 
the rate of adjustment on the part of the general popula
tion® Another reason other than.man8s innate inability to 
act swiftly in problem solution is the efforts on the part 
of unscrupulous businessmen to preserve Outmoded ways of 
thinking and acting® It is often to their advantage if 
man can be induced to go on following behavior patterns 
Which are oUt of touch with economic reality = In the 
opinion of many of the institutional writers it should be



-one of the aims of economists to help in restoring a bal- ; 
anee between the rate of ecohomic change and the rate of : 
adjustment ^b that changed v. '■ '

- The last of the fundamental propositions that are: com
mon to all institutionalists is that in analyzing the eco
nomic order special attention must be paid to the function
ing of"the econbmy as a wholeo This-is what Veblen called ) 
the ’’.evolutionary method)’ of economic analysis „ The essence 
of this method is that economic data are to be selected and 
interpreted Ih the light of the fact that'they are but an 

)% integral part - of a larger^ - evolving whole» All parts of 
the economic system draw much of their meaning from the 
scheme of things of which they are constituent parts <> Thus 

. - meaning runs from the whole economic system to the parts 
that make it up ?; This method of; interpreting economic data 
is.at variance with the neo-classical method which claims 
that a full understanding of the economic system can be had 
by a; sumrnatipn of the meanings of its parts* In this addi- 

■ tive‘ or summative method of analysis meaning moves from the 
parts to the whole * This method the Institutional writers- 
condemn because It cannot adequately deal with the inter
relation between the parts and the whole economy * It deals 
only with the laws Of mechanistic movement and fails to . 
account for the cttmulatiye change of the economy* /

These three basic features of the institutionalists’ 
way of thinking about economic • problems - distinguish;'.. them .



frdia ttieir orthodox predecessors and also establish: them
as a separate school of American economists o In substir- 
tntlhg these three basic assumptions for the preconceptions 
of the orthodox writers they took the first step in the 
reeonstruction of economic science= In light of their very 
different outlook of the.economic system and the economic 
hehavidrXof . W  operating that: sy stem they he-.
lieved that a better explanation of economic reality could 
be madeo Their:attempt.to•reconstruct economic science did 
not mean a. complete abandonment of the work of the earlier 
economistsi They .irere all aware of' their great indebted
ness to the long Tine of illustrious economists that began 
with Adam Smith and Francois' Quesnay =* 7 in reconstructing 
economic science a eomplete break was not made with the: 
paste An attempt was made;to incorporate the worth-while 
features of orthodox economics in their new framework of . 
economic analysis» In later chapters^ especially the one 
on John R„ Commonss this point will be brought out more 
clearly,» ' : : ■ _ w . , "

- The. Historical School ahd The Institutional 
v : School ,

. ,inhef ent 'in. .the institutional 'type' of eebnbmic analy
sis is the process of relating the past to the present=
To properly understand the incessantly changing economic 
order that is composed of institutions that are ceaselessly
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changing it is necessary to relate them to previous-economic 
orders and their institutionsv Thus the point of departure 
for an ihstitutidh'al economist is a general survey of the 
factors that■have entered into the growth of economic eiyf- 
lizationo This process defined in terms of investigational 
labor simply means fact-gathering0 A task such as this— 
certainly is not an Innovation of the institutional schools 
,it has been the task of every economist ever since the 
economic ■science..'had ;ite:-/in'cepti.orL®'.■ Of course the extent 
to which' economists have gone; In fact-gathering has varied 
greatly<>- With the exception of Mam Smith most of the 
.classical, economists•were content to hase their analysis on 
a few well chosen dbservations of ecdndmic life and to de- 
rive their profound conclusions by. the process of deduction<> 
Contrary to this procedure the historical group stressed 
fact--gathering and worked to this end by gathering not only 
data concerning existing economic activity^ but also data 
concerning the economic proeess of bygone dayso In this 
type of approach deduction is given a lesser role:and fact- 
gathering is stressedo An evolutionary theory of economic 
stages replaces' the static theoretical system of the clas
sical economists <,;■- The main purpose of this method of study 
is to substitute, for a subjective analysis a more real or 
; objective analysis of economic phenomena 0 The extent to 
which the historical economists achieved this .goal is 
questionable*. It can be justly said that the institutional
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economists borrowed this idea from the historical school; 
and that they have; made ;better' use of it than their credi- 
y tor Sc Vehlen made excellent use of Vast accumulations of 
• historical datas hut the significance of his. work was 
greatly lessened hecause he lacked a refined statistical 
technique with which to measure the importance of various 
economic f actors <, luckily • Mitchell - made his appearance 
on the scene and supplied the institutional school with 
the quantitatiye tool that was so visibly lacking0 ‘ ■

The deht that the institutional School owes the his
torical school is far from-, clarified by merely; the mention 
of the above named gift!. Just;-;-as the yhi-storical 'writers . 
^believed that.yeeonomic, science, was to be nurtured by his- - 
torical rather than by logical analysis^. they also con- 
.ceived ecohomic principles to be relative to particular ,
'. historical epochs» - Thus economic principles "lost their - 
alleged, quality of beihg universally applicable = In 
'formulating the basic assumptions . of their conception of 
economic science the historical school saw that societŷ , 
and not the individualwas the center of economic acti
vity | and that productive power depends more largely upon 
the organization . of society than upon the material en- . 
yiromn-ent» Unlike the classical economists they began 
' with an investigation of man and society ̂ and not with 
natureo This idea correlates hlghlywitb theinstltu- y : 
tional idea of economic behavior; and it can be reasonabiy
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deduced that the influence of the historical school on the 
institutional school in this respect was substantial^

In summary it can be noted that the institutional 
school and the historical school seem to hold the follow
ing in common? 't \ '

lo El.eonomie analysis is to be an objective study«
:' 2o Soclety^ and not the individual; is the center 
':  ̂,1 of economic activity'. ' ;,

3o Fact-gathering is stressed rather than deductive

4o An evolutionaiy theory, of economic stages is 
. - r •' substituted for a statical theoretical system0

51 Economic principles are relative to particular 
historical epochs and are not. unconditionally 

y: applicableo ‘ f . . : y - : . ' ■ -
After noting the many similarities between the two 

schools s a question of the real .'difference between 'insti
tutional economics: and historical economics is often ad- 
vanced:by many economistso The answer to such a query 
lies in the fact that the historical writers lacked a cen- 

; tral theme or purpose in their analytical framework« V
Their interest in concreteo historical facts relating to :

: -v /riy h h  :'- y yyV-V;;. , . 1 e h  ' ' ;V; y . /V yh
the .economic system was more academic than analytic» They
were unable to orient their fact--gathering around mankind6 s 

. efforts to overcome the economic obstacles in its social 
and political environmentI Their overemphasis of the his
torical relativity of the'flow of economic.events led to 
the accumulation of economic data as an end in itself0 

In contrast the institutional writers made their historical
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research and their inductive analysis subordinate - to a a 
J,ar'ger 'purposeo They; sought to make economics . a functional 
science 5. a science -that would adequately explain economic 
, activity, The• historical writers spent: too much time try- 
ing to disprove the theories of the. classical' writers and
too little time trying to build up a complementary type of
economic" study0 The institutional writers took the opposite 
.path and have built up a theoretical framework that employs 
many Of the analytical tools provided them by the classical 
and neo-classical writers o" . •' . ■ : ’ ; .

. Institutions and the Economic System -

:", fkew people ever / stop to Consider what an amazing phe
nomenon our mbderh economic system is and how it seems to 
.operate.without visible regulation® It is commonly under
stood thatthere are no lengthy written laws governing its 
operation nor ran appointed group of learned officials 
directing its functioning^ yet it runs smoothlyand with. " 
surprising ®rCgulahity and uniformity® In attempting to 
. account for this. • seemingly imguided ̂ but highly eoordinat- 
ed operation the economist looks for a set of fundamental 
rules or principles ■which explain the nature of the eco- " 
nomic .system® Thor.stein Veblen ■ and his followers when 
faced with this problem named. these, fundamental .rules or ' 
nrincfples institutions; - "y: d/f ' V • f.f-y ; . : f.y v :: :

£n institution may be .defined as a generally . -
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: , established attitude of the mind and a generally adopted .
.• . custom, of actiono ̂ In the endeavor to explain the working of

the eeonomic system the institutional ,economist is concerned 
with only those social-institutions that can he labeled eco- 

. %t. w nomiCo . These economic institutiohs are the means with which 
' :> ' : every nation in every age copes with the task of producing

" vend, distributing ;tbe: goods of industry . It must be noted •’ 
that vin each instance a; different set or combination of eco- .
nomic institutions iso used. The basic institutions used
in Colonial America are not the institutions used in the 
Un^ at the. present time^ nor .will they be the
institutions used in the Dnited States one hundred years 

, from now. According to Professor Thorp pur present econo- •
■ . . mic" system may be described as hafing four institutions as 
•. its foundation: '  ̂  ̂"

Machlne. Technique . ;; . ■ -
' ■ Price System : r , _ ; w;- v.-.'-'-.-

; . ,, - : Private Property : _ '
- <: ■ h t- Business Enterprise1  : . -

In formulating these institutions it is apparent that Thorp
relied, heavily -.on the writings of Thorstein Veblen. The
close-correspondence between the Institutions set down by v

• ;, ' Thorp and those used by Veblen will become •apparent after ^
, ' further reading in this thesis. , l ; : . ; V  ..

■v : : . The Institution of the Machine Technique  ̂A -technique •

'•V;' ix,: Willard .Lo.:ThorpP Economic. Institutions flew i
• forks - Macmillan Company.19297% >



is a methbd of procedurej, a recognized, way of doing things; 
Machine teehniqne then is the .machine way,of doing things0 .
, To;better understand this it is necessary to differentiate' :: 
hetween a tool and a machine 0 A tool is an implement used: 
by man to aid in performing some task<, the man supplying 
the necessary energy himself <= ■ Ainachine is also an imple
ment designed to aid man in performing some task, but the
necessary energy is derived from some’ outside source. An ;
Ordinary sltovei is a- tool|: a steam .shovel is a machine»
• ■ Machines in their"more: simple form have existed for 
many centuries* huf.the .widespread use of out side power as 
energy for machinery is of fairly recent origin.. Although 
the power-driven machine has been with us for a,relatively 
short period it now has almost universal utillsation . by the 
manufacturers in the United States w . People, seldom -pause V 
to stare in wohder; at the mechanical.magic* about fhem for .
they have become accustomed to it. The machine technique ‘
has become a habit of thought and action, a social insti
tution. - v ,' ' :: - ■' -; .. -.

The role that human labor plays in manufacturing has 
Changed greatly since the days of the handicraft period.
Mow all the simpler processes and most of the heavy work -
is done by machines. There are few tasks left to the worker
aloneand even in some of the more complicated tasks the : 
worker is aided by machines.. For the most: part -.•workers f : ; 
have b ecome machine tenders^ feeding the machine materials
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„ and removing ttie finished products» The percentage of . 
skilled workers in our labor population has steadily de~ 
dined and a great part of the remaining skilled workers : 
consist of a. new class created by the machine movement 
itself® These workers are specially trained machinists 
"whose task is to repair the serious flaws in the machine®

The influence of the machine technique has not been 
limited to the •field of, labor alone® It has produced a 
.movement toward standafdization which has been felt in all 
our ■ activities and has 'colored ,'all' aspects. 'bf our lives 0 '
The products < of machines are all-standardized. Some fac
tories now turn out products of a very complex "nature.the 
parts of one, product, being Interchangeable, with any of the 
others ® The .machine, takes the pattern and makes millions ' 
exactly ■alike^ it not phly -dtandardizee the product but it 
standardizes each individual in ■.society o Everyone uses 
the same goodsp sees.the same movies5 pursues the same 
fashions I reads the same publications $ it is even feared 
by some that everyone is coming to think the same thoughts® 
The influence of some certain specific machines on the . 
lives of everyone has.wrought changes of an almost revolu- - 
tionary nature. The automobile has brought the farmers 
closer'' to the urban wdy of life, provided, the clty-tiwellers 
with a device ^nabiing them to escape from the routine of 
their life* changed the use of.leisure* and has been charged 
' with changing the morality of the people as a whole ® The
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; telephones radio^ television^ printing press? railroad*- air- - 
plane and thousands of other machines are of the greatest . 
importance in determihing the nature; of our civilizatioho

Thus far the many ways in: which the machine technique 
has influenced the ways of life have "been mentioneds "but. •
the most important aspect of the •machine technique is yet 
to be discussedo The chief direct effect of the use of 
machinery is the great increase in the product of industry®
The institution of the machine technique is essentially an 
institution of production. It is concerned chiefly with 
the preparation of goods for consumptioh° - It is in this 
setting that the economist is most concerned with the 
machine processo Here he can deal with measurables— the . 
amount of total production and per capita production. He can 
deal - also with the. effect new inventions have on the cost of 
production and the feasibility of applying their use in many 
alternate production situations, in analysis of the tech
nique of machine production with these things first in mind 
leads the economist to a true explanation of the functioning, 
of the economys but in order to round out fully the explana
tion the cultural aspects cannot be slighted.

The institution of the Price Systems The discussion 
thus far in that it has dealt with production is largely a 
technical.matter. Whether in a communistic or socialistic ; 
state the actual methods of production would not vary wide— : 
ly from those in the United States. There would still be
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factoriesj, coal mine3 and steam engines® There would be 
the same old processeSo

Once the.commodity has been produced the story changes 
considerably« The economist turns from a study of techno- 
logical developments to a c onsiderat ion of a social organi
zation-—an institution or a' scheme selected by society to 
facilitate the exchange and distribution of goods. ■ This 
institution is often subject to minor, changes and sometimes# 
in periods of distress# to substantial changes* The 'price- 
fixing by the government during the last war is an excellent 
example of the latter ;type of change<. • '

To review briefly elementary economies there are free 
goods and economic goods (those that command a price)« 
Economic goods, are comprised of wealth (land# capital# and 
consumers? goods) and services,, Each of these types of 
goods has an exchange value# thus there are many different 
kinds of prices— wages and salaries as the price of labor| 
rent as the price for the use of land and buildings# inter
est as the price for borrowing money# fees as the price of 
professional Service# and many other similar terms6 Our 
present method of exchange, is built up around this vast : 
system of money prices =, Decisions on what to buy and how 
much to buy are based on a consideration of prices» The 
manufacturer decides • what fo make and how much to make 
according- to the prices he must pay for materials and . 
labor and the price he expects to.receive for his products



P̂rices, then detemine5 and in large part direct, our eco-' 
notiiic activity 0 : i,' ; : -w-
; i This-enormous price machinery could not exist' except. . 
for money. Without money society would have to rely on 
barter in the exchange of goods and specialization would 
hardly -be feasiblei i.Since there is an established and ac
cepted medium of exchange an individual is able to sell at 
One time and buy at another^ sell an object at one price ' 
and buy ' something else' ■ at another price „ The use. of money 
has become'a social habit and can be • properly called insti
tutional behavioro In a discussion of money it must be 
noted that treasury -money plays but a small" part in the 
total-circulating media» Nearly nine-tenths of all money 
pay gents are made by check = - This type of money is called 
by John Commons "customary" tender as opposed to legal ’ 
tender.Issued directly by the government0 Probably the. 
most significant feature of the banking system is its pri
vilege to increase the total supply of money by the issu
ance of credit « This privilege given the banker is limited 
.somewhat"'by the federal government2 but despite govern
mental regulation the privilege has been consistently 
abused0 ; The uncoordina.ted - credit operations of the bank
ing system of America has often been pointed to as the 
Tsore-spbt" in .the economy o Many’ of : the business cycle 
analysts have used- the unstable-money conditions .as the 
ib.asiŝ ' or at least the starting points of .their business 1



cycle tWoiy p - The credit system Itself is' an economic, insti 
tut ion although, it is subservient to; the greater Institution 
of the price system/and Is often considered inlight ofthe 
institution of business enterprise« ■ ; ; " ;

: As is recognized money has many functionsthe primary
function being that of a medium Of exchange» It was said 
before that money prices are- used- as the basis for our' de=- ; 
cisions of an economic nature for they serve as a .common : 
denominator for all; the commodities that are available to • 
us.. In still another- way money has influenced our economy« 
Physical production is no longer the goal of productions. 
the captains of'industry now. strive to accumulate.exchange 
values e - They think in terms of maximizing net profitss- not 
- in terms' of maximizing physical .production.' The common v - 
man is.idea,of wealth and riches has also chahged v His chief 
goal in life becomes a.misty vision of a stupendous bank 
balancep He regards his.fellow man in the light of his 
accumulation * dr ability to- accumulate^, large amounts of 
money» Man. judges man by the dollar sign» Thus in;another . 
and. very different sense money serves as a standard of-
valueso . .. ; : 'h: 0 %

The Institution of Private Property: Aftef the goods
have been manufactured^ the re is machinery necessary for the 
exchange; of .these goods and also an institution that serves 
:ashthe >basis of distribution^ The institution of private "v 
property Is the present scheme employed1 in the. distribution



:6 f goods to the people 'in the United States o Through this , 
institution :-a person ■ is given the right to control an eco
nomic good to -which he has a ■ valid •’.claim = • This good; is / 
Used according to the owner’s desires and any fruits de
rived fromvits use become the property- of the owner 9 Since 
the right of private property is one which prevents persons 
from doing as they pleases because other persons have the 
right to exclude them from enjoying certain objects^ it 
requires strong enforcement» Private:property has become 
an established Institution ln,:ihisf. country and the whole; 
weight of social custom is thrown toward its maintenance„ 
Evidence,of the peoplefs demand for protection- of'property 
rights can,be.seen in the huge legal structure engaged in 
the protection of such rights o The government not only en
forces the right of private property but also indirectly ; 
limits-iti Ihen- the use of property is regulated to any 
.degree * in- like degree, the regulation lessens the exclusive ■ 
control of the owner over his property, The introduction 
of public utility regulation^' trust legislation, and labor 
laws have tended to alter the institution of private proper
ty o Thus it can easily be seen that institutions are not ' 
hard: ahd fast rule s, but a re c ont Inually being: modified 
,as the will, pf the people dir ec t si ; '.
;' To understand^how a distribution of goods is. made . h: 

through the operation: of the institution of .private ' v; 
property it is necessary to recall the variety of.economic



goodSb . Services are economic;goods^ they possess utility^ - 
scarcity.̂  and transferability; they command' a price „ The ■ ■ 
share of- the •national income (the new economic goods being 
Qonstantly Created) claimed by services is determined by 
the price naid for them; Profits are also usually con- 
.sidered to be payments for services^ An.owner of a busi
ness concern after paying for services of others y: for mater- 
• ialS j, for the use of land and equipment? and for: the •use; ;
; of moriey has a residuai which goes to himself for his .".con- • 
tribution of services to the business organisation*:: The ;' 
amount of. money paid to.:the owners of land and buildings ' .: 
for the use Of such is called rent* The share of the - 
national ihcome that can be claimed by these owners is - ;
equal to the ratio of the .money paid to them to the money : 1  

yalue of the national product 0 Oxmers ofr loanable funds 
also derive their share of the national product/in the 
same Wayg interest being the price paid for the. use of

money I • V Z f :: W  ' ' f . ’ :
There is one more important factor that y though its 

influence oh the Institution of private property5 greatly . ; 
affects the distribution of the nationai income * It was ; • 
mentioned previously ;that the>government limits the right 
of private property by regulatihg its use* In another ; ; 
way t M  .goyernment more vdirectly plays a part In the : 
distribution of the national income B: By the levying of taxes 
in various forms the. government ■ .(state, local5 and national) ■
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claims part of the national income.. In return, for the taxes 
they receive from the people and the corporations they ex
tend a variety of services, Some cranks would be willing 
to abolish taxes completely and their only reason for this 
other than their inordinate greed being their inability to 
; ■understand the principle s of-distribution „ Service si 
whether they be rendered by private individuals or the 
governmentp are economic goods, The owners of these ser
vices through the institution of private property have a 
..right to the income paid for them. Taxation in theory 
'then partly rests on the distribution theory derived from 
:the:Institution of private property, . ’ :
• : . The ' Institution , of Business Enterprises The three
economic institutions previously discussed deal with pro
duction^ exchange^ and distribution, The last of: the insti
tutions^ business enterprise^ is the one that, puts life 
into the whole, . it has as its goal,, the making of money„ 
the securing of profits. The chief, incentive in our sys
tem is profit-making and." all business is organized to the 
..realization of thi s end. Wherever prof its be b usines s . •, 
enterprise .will go a • .: ; /- n ■ .
; There are two sources of profitŝ ,, those derived from . 
te.chnieal efficiency and those derived from pecuniary 
'strategyo TecMical efficiency is desired by all business ' 
men for profits are only the difference between the total ' 
revenue and the.total costs, Despite this fact business



• v men are no longer primarily concerned with technical effi-
; ciencyVand. tend to delegate, this problem to trained .en- - ; '

g 1566^6^ : superintendents^ ̂ and general managers„ These are" . i
-'the men who; have charge of. theactual production of commo
dities s the mechanical side of industry. The business man,,

IX the. captain of Industry5 . spends -the greater part of his ener
gies in the field of financial manipulation^. His concern

f ■ is not so-much with goods as it is with values, By adver-.. '
: ;■ tising he tries to. create price differentials in the en- •

, deavor to gain for himself monopoly profits ? : To this end :
. he falso strives•to control market s hy means of agreements"

• : ’ and combinations »• ge is' also - a lobby 1 st seeking to obtain - ;
. aid from the' government- through leglslation favorable to . - •

.. his business or t-p prevent the passage of laws "that- would- . : ::
; ..have an adverse effect-on his profits<> He organizes new -1 ;

firms-y borrows money^ and floats huge security issues» He. 
speculates in anticipated price changes and,, seeks for In- 
' dications of changes in •busihess activity <, He is ever 
vigilant for new -processes and for unclaimed natural re- .

; p i: :: sources = He is :a" specialist in the art of . financial mani- : ■.

' • ' 1 The chief concern of the business, man then is- the : r
• securing of profits although society is chiefly concerned

r with the amount of goods produced. If a business man de- - \ -
i votes ^ost ; of his "energies ' to the-development of technical
- - efficiency then the profit motive is in accord with Social
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: welfare for in maximizing profits he is also maximizing .;
production 0 .. In the. present situation; in . the 'business world,

•, • of . today such a case is as much an exception as it is the ,
rule» ::It is becoming more difficult to see a continuing 

'  ̂ . relationship between.the profitsLwpnland the social welfare=
The suppress!on of a valuable patent to win monopoly profits 
is an illustration of this point0 Although profits may be ’

- .a we1 1 “deserved reward.for developihg a risky but desirable 
■ enterprisep or a reward for technical efficiencys a large : 

part of profits seem to. be income to a profiteer for his 
cleverness in /business organization, and financial mani- ... ' 
■ pulationrather than a, reward for success in making some
thing better or more cheaply than his eompetitofSi -



CHAPTER III

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF VEBLEil«S LIFE 'I .; ’v 

■; v ; Life on the Eajfta :- V : . V.-

A fourth son was born to Thomas Anderson Veblen and 
. Karl Bunde Veblen5 Norwegian immigrants^ on the thirtieth . 
day of July5 in the year 1857* The setting was a frontier 
farm in Wisconsin^ and the baby boy was Thorstein Bunde 
Veblen who later became the spiritual leader:of a renais
sance in American economic thoughts_ Thorstein was named 
in honor, of his maternal grandfather^ a man who was:' plagued 

: by misfortune at every turn and lived to see but thirty- 
;five ;years pass before him. This pattern of life; did pot • 
die. with the manP for his grands on s Thors tei-iip experienced- 

■ 'similar ’ successs but for a . much longer period— -seventy-two - 
cheerless year's<, To say that Veblen?s life knew no happi
ness is a little short of the truths for he spent: the - ' 1  -
greater part bf his years, in. .seclusibn with his greatest \ "
. love s, study! and writ in g „ : Socially he was an outcast, but
scholastically- he was acceptedo ,By this' it is not .meant. - : 
that his theories were universally adhered toy nor that : 
-he was highly ranked in the teaching profession^ but tha.t 
his profound observations and his new approach to the 
study of economics.were so forceful that:he;could not be
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r , denied recognition» ' ' ; ■ v'v,;. \ ■
■ . The first.seventeen years of Veblen^s life were spent 

>. . in the normal agrarian pursuits typical of Norwegian settle
ments o His first eight .years were; passed on a small farm 

'■ in Manitowoc^ Wisconsin^ a region, peopled by a large Hor- ;
wegian Immigrant group« The scheme of things was patterned ’ .. 

• after the self-sufficient .farmstead of rural .Norway = As 
- /. little as possible was purchasedj.food, furniture, and gar- 

:ments were, heme-made9. Food was of the simple kind# coffee : i ; 
' - ' and sugar were luxuries. Dress was of the plainestj woolen
V . • clothing-was. xmknoym and overcoats were made from" sections
; . of calf skin. 0. The women worked in the fields as well- as, in • '

' . the homel and every child had his or her tasks to perform -
f • \ - in furtherance of the family livelihood» : ■ ■ ’ 3  i
::; f ;Xy. 'The;atmple: agrarian ■ life of these people was - a part of : 
r - Hofwegiah traditionc They held fast to the land, where .

the relation between productive efforts and results in pro- • 
If .-f:f̂ duce-weret apparent̂ ,In'ihStrial.:'labor, and land speculation

hahnd: appeal: toX ûnd- life in the town Or .city held : r
: an equal rank in their thinkingo The Scandinavian immi-

: grants had spread over the Horth Hiddle Region of the
.‘ - Hnited States "as tillers of the soil,, while the American

: population Of the East at-the same time scattered over the
same region in the towns | with the result that the foreign 

' 1 immigrants did the ; work necessary to the reclamation of
: this stretch of fertile land, and the native-born in the 1



towns did the "business„ .  In the home couritry the urban 
classes laehed substantial reality and purpose. of -lif 
according to the. farmers who. considered themselves to be 
the pure Norwegians„ This conviction travelled with the "h 
emigrant and was applied.to- the townspeople in America®. •
The result of this attitude by the Norwegian did hot ter
minate in fast friendships with townfoiks or in .'a- spirit 
of cooperation® It led to the exploitation of the Nor-, 
wegian farmers by the businessmen® who found it. quite 
simple to cheat these fdreign immigrahts who .lacked a 
knowledge of common law and the English tongue®
'. A great - barrier had been erected between, the rural and 
urban populations; cultural isolation of the Norwegians 
becamefmore intensified® The 5?instinct for preserving and 
guarding ■ their, heritage grew strong and articulate ® ■ A 
vaet body of Norwegian customs2 practices^ and beliefs 
directed: their lives® Their language and literature ■ was 
that:.of the Old countrys as was their, musics the arrange- 
meht: of their houseSy thGir heedlework and cooking® Even > 
the ancient pagan ceremonies^ such as the sacrifice of the 
fire two weeks after- Christmas® Were practiced despite the 
hold the In them Church had ,on their spiritual - doings ®
This Norwegian settlement In Wisconsinbore the.label of

- • 1® Joseph Dorfman5 Thorsteln Veblen and His America.
• (New Yorks Viking. Press5, 1914) 5 P ^ : 7®;/ : . - • /hV : : .

2® Joseph Borfman® Ibid.,® p®.?® h .' v ; , h - ,



that little nation across the seas that had.been their first

Such were the conditions and influences affecting the. 
"life;of>yeblen during his first seventeen years. Although 
the yeblens-inoyed to Minriesbta when Thorsteiin was eight 
years; old the same environment persisted, r Their new home: ; 
in Wheeling t owns hip differed from the one in Wisconsin /

• only in that they-had 290 acres to cultivate instead of 
80o The settlement of which they;.became a part was truly 
a ” li 1 1  leM o rway. 81 ■ ; . • . ■: "

' /It.;, cannot be said that little - Thorstein fitted per
fectly into,this pattern of.life. He had. his mother? s abi-" 
lity to make lightening. declsions^ his- father8 s. skeptieismy ; 
and a brilliancy , peculiar to himself o - The routine tasks ■ 
assigned to.him ;were’usually'done by the other children 
While.he.hid away in the attic reading back issues of Nor
wegian newspapers and the almanacs; which came with them. , 
Wpat little' Work he did can be attributed to his love to : • 
operate farm machinery./ Thorstein?s" favorite hobby '.was: 
teasing girls and pestering the bid people with stinging - 
sarcasm ahd nicknames of a highly .original nature. ;

Although the people of the settlement generally die- ; / 
liked yeblehj, they had to ..admit/he wasr brilliant ?,At 
confirmation.; he proyed to: be more than a match for ..his ",
- examlher • on the hair-splitting' But hern church history



and dQctrine«’i-1 The nurrib erless disputes over the meaning 
of-Morse terms were all -settled by Vebleno. His sisters 
and hrothers helleved that he knew everythingfor he ans- 

: wered all their questions convincingly and in great detail^ i 
v whether he had an acquaintance with the subject or not,
His views on current •affa.irs labeled him a skeptic at an 
early ageo Yeblen defended the Confederacy during the 
Civil War.-and took the: part of the Indians during the Sioux : 
outbreak:of 1 8 6 2  and 1 8 6 3 o :Concerning his thoughts on the 

f. all-powerful hut hern Churchy he remained silent <,
After his seventeenth birthdays our hero was faced 

with, the dismal prospect of becoming a minister or remain
ing on the'farm for the rest of :his yearsP His-father^ 
after briefly considering his son9 s agrarian ineptitudess - - 
decided Thorsteln a suitable candidate for the huthern 

: ministry» lot wishing to have his decision disputed by : •
Thor steinThomas Yeblen had his son summoned from the field 
'and placed; In' the family buggy with his baggage already 
packed^ Thorsteln. did not know,where he. was going, or why, 
until he arrived at Carletoh College, a Congregational 
institution'located in Sorthfield, Minnesota« v '

Enrollment:in-Carleton College meant entering the life 

, v ■ lo. . Joseph Dbrfman, Ibido.n p» 12o . ' : : ‘



of ari aliens culture, for VebleUo The alleged purpose of the 
' Institution was to prepare the young men fop the ministry o 
and to inculcate in them— and also the female students —- 
the true place of Christianity in the lives of men. In 
practice It was a-r ’’missionary college” designed to impress 
the. West with the "ideas: and principles” of the East = ;
The courses that were/considered of real importance^ and 
duly Stressed,, were those. in moral and intellectual phiio- 
•sophyo Philosophy-was taught by,the president and was con- . 
sidered mOst important1  since it was ,thought to contain all. 
those principles which fitted the 'Student to command him
self P and command . suecess =: The -Scott ish Common Sense Phi- 
losophy of Thomas Reid was adopted for use in-the classroom^ 
and economics was taught as "an . integral part of the common 

' "sense philosophy'For the most :.part5 textbooks used were 
written by .theological authors = The text Used ih Political 
Economy .was; written‘'iylFishop- Frslicis ̂ Wayiand- In 18.37̂  and / .’■■■ 
revised by the Reverend A„- Chaplin in lBVSo The' result 
" of Chaplin? s revision 'was mefeiy that of: recasting the. . 
arrangement and form of the book. According-to this text 
the "higher principles of Political Economy are general 
maxims which^ from their obviousness and universality in '■ 
■operation^ are. in truth general, factsj, and' reasoning founded 
Vupoh them is eminently practical.All that is needed is -

:r::- Joseph Dorfman. Ibid., p. 29 a. , : p. * .at
2. / doseph Dorfmanc I b i d p. 22. . ; •
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• common sense and a- good knowledge of the English language 0 
Competition is a beneficent^ permanent law of nature, and 
self-interest is the mainspring of human exertion„'

In his senior gear^ Veplen was exposed to these con
cepts by lo Bo Clark. According to Clarks under an ideal 
system of pure cdmpetition everyone receives what he prb- 
duces^ .-or ' its equlyalent» He also taught that the: American 
economic system closely approximated such a, coriditioh5 and ■ 
that through the principle of harmony.in the evolving so- 
Cial orderit was. ̂constantly growing closero,v It does not - 
appear that Veblen swallowed these ideas with the enthu- x. 
siasm shown by his fellow scholars. To Veblen ?s mind^ the : 
economic system seemed to be moving farther and farther ;. 
away from the Ideal<> . Vi. . :, .1 :' 1 ’/ /' ' ' I " ;:
'" . Thor stein Veblen was no better suited for college life.i 
than ;he\ was 'lor - life, in the lorwegian " settlement = ; He ' was 
deeply:impressed "by the great 'differences between Carleton , 
and■the settlement^ in thought and customsv Here were two i 
distinct realities* ‘different as night and day. The narrow---" 
ness of each disgusted him. and on every occasion presented/
him. he took definite steps to show his contempt for both
: institutions. At the weekly declamation exercises* Instead, 
of joining the faculty and the studentybody in their.prayers 
to convert the. heathen* Veblen•delivered a plea for VCani- 
balism*i "An Apology for a Toper*and many topics of a "
similar nature. His favorite sport was to corner some
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" religious student and ha.rangue him^ sometimes for hours ̂ 
on such questions' as the advisability of a club for the pro
motion Of suicide,, " '•

¥eblen? s lack of conventionalism led him to seek out a 
person of the same mental make-up as himself,' To his mis
fortune this sought-after companion turned out to be a ;girlp 
Ellen Rolfe, niece of the college president. It was uhfor- 
;tunate because their relationship led to their marriage in 
later; years— -̂a very unsuccessful marriage, characterized by 
many partings and reconciliationss and resulting finally in 
divorce o Ellen:.. Rolf e and "Iho rstein ¥ eb len we re misfit sat 
Carleton College„ Their level; of achievement scholastically 
was far aboveflhat of the other students, and socially they . 
were outcastso : The few times .they attended parties and so
cial gatherings they were usually found sitting in a corner„ 
conversing in low'tones'and ignoring the presence of all 
the others = As a result they were seldom considered by the 
other students wheu making up a. party; list, ; :

From what has .been said of Yeblen,' It can easily be de- 
iduced that his friends: were fewd With the exception of Jv L 
Bo Clarkj he was universally disliked by the faculty5 and it 
can be hoted that Yeblen” s feelings toward the faculty were v. 
of a similar -nature„ It could have been Veblen5 s dislike. 
for the -f aculty , that ..impelled him to insist on taking the - 
junior and senior year courses concurrently; the faculty * s 
attitude toward yeblen was probably the deciding factor in



allowlng him to do so c To the amazement, of all but himself 
Veblen scored below ninety in only, one subject= On gradua
tion day he delivered an oration on "Milllf s Examination of • 
HamlltbMs^Philosopby of the Conditioned^” the title itself 
being an.oyef dose for the aVef age reader o' . '

 ̂From Carleton. where he had been engrossed by classical 
philology,,: natural historyc, and philosophy^ Veblen went to . 
Johns Hopkins University:in 1881  ̂philosophy being his major 
and ecbnoaicS' his minoro; Soon after his arrival he found 
the curriculum inadequate for the purposes he had in mind« 
His next? move was' to Y ale ̂-where he took a Doctor8s degree - 
in philosophy in 1884j, with a dissertation entitled ^Ethical 
Grounds of a Doctrine of Retributions” In the same year a ; 
paper he'had written^ "Kant8s Critique'of Judgementwas 
published in the Journal of

; • Wherever Veblen went^ he impressed those about him many 
times mfayorably-h but everyone was forced to acknowledge■ 
his extraordinary capacity for assimilating knowledge and 
putting It: to strange uses« Veblen.: Seemed to have an un
quenchable thirst for knowledgej he was a student until the 
day he diedo During his years at Carleton and Yale he ex
plored extensively the fields of anthropology5 history^
. sociology >: economics* - political science* social psychology * 
and'philosophy0 It is evident from his'writing that he was - 
greatly' influenced by Darwin*: Pierce* and William James0 f 
His open acknowledgment of: their value to him was probably



one of the factors that led most people to think:him an 
atheist-o' To tab him as such was a misnomer for he. pro
fessed a belief in God—  a God that/was. a metaphysical neces- 
. sit ĵ but' beyond the knowledge of human intellect» This 
delstic concept bears a striking"similarity to the Common 
Sense Philosophy that Veblen was taught at Carleton College = 
Whether :it: was the true source of his idea of: God Ts not- 
known^ and is: really of lit tie . consequence»- The important 
aspect of this situation is that because of his alleged in
difference to a God and :religion o : it Was. practically lm-' 
pbsslble for him to gain a position' as ah .instructor of : :
• philosophy = This factor alone was the major reason why he ; 
was forced to remain idle for so many/.years after he had 
graduated from ale« " ; ' r •' ■ \ \

, - Quest for Recbgnitlbh" ' '" / . ’ • / , :

> '■ ' After his return from.Yale^'Veblenmarried his Carleton 
College sweet hearty EllenRolfe i They were married in .. 
Stacyyille^;lowa^ and lived on a'farm nearby. Here Veblen 
was:giyen ah opportunity to pursue extensively his hobby— , 
the study of botany A Ac cording to his wife. Veblenrs first - 
few years ' in Iowa' were the happiest of his entire 'life> '■ 
despite the fact that he ref erred to Stacy ville as a. S!rot-. j; 
ten: hole0 !! - These happy days- were short-liveds for mis- ;; 
:fortune had begun to play a major :role in our herb!S life0 . 
Opening's for a young' philosopher'̂  whose views on God:



labeled; ttim an" atheist or agnostica were fewer than T-bone 
steaks;'::in: a poor house» . Add to this six years of ill health 
and an Inability to sell himself and you have.a bitter brew* 
$,bnable to obtain an academic appoihtment reinforced Veb- . . 
len6s criticai'attitude toward American seminaries of high- 
er learning, Hope deferred is a bitter diet," Because of 
his; f ailure to land a" jobs Teblen had a great deal of time 
to spend in reading and following his own thoughts wherever 
they ledo As a result5. he became, more detached than ever 
from'; conventional viewpoints arid more ' firmly rooted in his 
pih habit ■ of/mind,. . : , . /... . - . \

During this period of idleriesss if Veblen was dejected 
he "dldnttshow evidences to bear it out. The strain and 
worry may not have shown, on Veblen5 but it had its effect - 
oh; his wife o Hot being able to procure employment for himb - 
"it wras upon her recommendation and financial backing that 
Veblen entered Cornell as a graduate student of the social 
sciences in 1891, This was the start of a new phase in 
Veblen?s life and was Important in two respects. Firsts he 
was giyeri an opportunity to yenew- his studies of cultural .. 
anthropology, Absorbing this different method.of deter- 
mining individual behavior^ Veblen became extremely im- 
patient with the predominantly individualistic psychology 
that was almost universally accepted by the economists of

■ 1 i' Wesley C. Mitchelly The Backward. Art of Spending . / 
Money (lew York, McGraw-Hill Book Companyy Inc,51937)VpT283, -
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the latter part of the nineteenth; century1.* Veblen had al
ways been In close dbntact with the writings of Hegel and - 
Marxs men who had stressed the Importance of evolution81 

and .̂ emergence <, tr . low he was able to sup'port h'ciehtifically', 
the ideas he' had borrowed from them with the new cultural ' 
anthropology and social psychology* Veblen was now in a < 
Unique position^ being able to strike out in novel direc
tions in the field of economics* It became his aim ^to show 
how the inherited social sciences of his'timeespecially 
the ortiiodox economics^ were; too closely wedded to outmoded 
ways -ol thinking and iurestigatlng.^^ \

fhe .seeond reason for the importance of .VeblenSs move 
to Cornell was his. association with Professor Laughlin«, 
Laughlxn was impressed, by the quality of Veblen? s work^ and 
'When he was called to Chicago to head the economics depart
ment at the newly founded University^ he invited Veblen to 
; go with him* ■ 51 Thu s' Veblen became one; of that extraordinary : 
faculty which President' Harper gathered about him— perhaps 
. the mos t stimulating - group of scholars in the country ̂ 
certainly, the group with the most varied traditionso?’

. Veblen started ;at the University of Chicago as -a' fel- 
low, and taught only a course on agricultural economics =.

" ; - I *. ̂ Allan~G7 _Gruchy * Modem Economic Thought * (New lork 
Prentlee-Hall Inc* $ 1947j > P̂  35* ; :

;2*; Wesley C* Mitchell* The Backward Art of Spending . 
.Money (New forks McGraw-Hill Book Company *: Inc * 51937). p»284*



A "man of his Intellec t" could not pass unrecognized^ and in 
due time he was'given a position as an instructor and later 
was given the rank of associate professor* Not in his en- , 
tire career was he ever to attain the distinction of being 
classiiied aS:..a' full professor* In addition to agricul- 
tural economics^ Veblen taught Socialism/ the History of . 
Economic Theory> and Economic Factors = The lahter course 
was one; of Veblenrs origins, dealing with the evolution of 
economic institutions from barbaric times to the present 0' 
Along ■ with hi's teaching ,duties5 Veblen was- the - editor of ■ 
the Journal of Political Economy * This was a heavy load 
for .Vabien>; but it didn’t hinder him from making even • ■ 
further accomplisimaentsi ; In 1S98 his first criticism of 
■ economic theory<■, ; "Why is' Economics Not, an Evolutionary ' 
Science?^1., appeared in the Quarterly Journal of Economics * 
His first book5, The Theory of the leisure Class, was brought 
out in 1899* It has since become a classic of economic and 
sbcial literature^ -and; will probably remain Veblen8s most 
popular book o'; His . style is held to be forbidding^ and his 
phrases are designed to get under the reader1 s skin „ He 
practices vivisection upon his contemporaries, using no 
anaesthetic*-■ He artfully ;Stimulates the 'reader8s emotions 
fOr his own delight ® In reference to our habits of con- 
eimptieh he uses the phrase "conspicuous consumption.!} In 
deveiOping his thesis he uses many tumultuous examples* : 
from times Of Savagery to modem times * His style is like



a wine ,that is at once "bitter* heady ̂ and delightfui-6 The- 
theory of the leisure class is double-barreled. Superior 
peoples.by wasteful expenditures„ lord it Over those whose 
financial status is below theirs, while these pecuniary . , 
inferiors are constantly, spending up to the hilt to Improve 
•,their ..sdoial status =, The basic' idea behind .this book is 
. that people who have a surplus, over subsistence do not use 
■ this surplus for useful purposes. They seek to Impress . •
other people 'that -they do have a surplus by spending money s 
time 5, • and; effort on useless pleasures ̂ merely serving to 
enlarge their ego. This is what Veblen calls '’conspicuous a 
iwaste'' vaiui: ''conspicuous consumptibniJ' ;; :.v -I'i :

' Before he/ left Chicago University^ Veblen published i 
another book. The Theory of Business Enterprise; in 190^, 
After this bobk came'out his'colleagues in the social science 
departments at Chicago^.and the many other universities 
about the nation^ were’forced to recognize.’his ability. Al
though many Of them considered-him. something of 'a genius 
they still regarded him as: ah alien, as one who attacked 
their: cherished beliefs: as Shamsj, a man more than a little 
mad. . ; ' . . ; . : : '■

: Despite this attitude shown Veblen, it is not the,
,gloomiest aspect of his l i f e H i s  students had even less 
love, for: M  than did the malori% of the faculty. His v 
classes were quite difficult and geared for advanced stu-  ̂
dehtSg even if the. class were in the lower division. In' ; ; ’
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the classroom^ he spokein a low monotone that definitely ' , 
lacked audience i appeal«, His ■ eleven and subtle remarks were 
wasted, for the most part as his lectures sailed high over; 
the heads of most students. The honor studentŝ , and those 
seeklhg- fellowships^ steered clear of Veblen's classes^ for 
he gave .but one grade to all his pupils^ with no" attempt to 
discriminate between.-those with some ability, and those with 
none, ; His policy was usually" to forewarn his pupils of : 
future tests, telling them that the test would be extremely 
difficult and that they would undoubtedly' fail it if. they 
appeared in class oh the testvday.,.r'>:lt'.waa;-hisrpractiee to ' 
give a grade of "average" to those who did not show up.
Very few tests were taken under Veblen, . Although he was 
avoided by most 'students ̂ those who were;’in graduate school 
for purposes other than, vanity usually sought him out; He 
spent many extra hours each week, aiding them in their re- 
'search work, and at night read over their lengthy manuscripts^ 
inserting corrections and reorganising their work. Many of : 
his students in later years gained positions of a much high-: 
er rank than"Veblen ever knewg such as Herbert Davenport ; ;
and Wesley C. Mitchell, but they were continuous in their 
.praise and gratitude to him during his life and after his

Veblen?s complete disregard for convention finally 
spelled doom, for him at the University of Chicago, In addi
tion to his ?iife-troublesp that "somehow seemed to be known



all over the campus almost before they started^ his un- ■ ^
: chaperoned crossing of the Atlantic Tflth a lady other :than • -

his wife and his ecohomic heresies aocounted for his dis-. ; ;
mlssal in 1906. hccefding to a close friend of Wblents^ t 

' • • our: genitts was "fed-up- with the set-up" and had been scru- 
: tinizing the want-ads for sometime previous to his relief
■ of duty o In answer, to -the charges hurled at him5 Veblen re
mained silent and made no attempt to'; defend himself«

f . ; From Chicago^ Veblen journey edto Lei and Stanford Uni-, . '
' versity ? where he remained until 1913-« A misunderstanding „ "f\ f 
. concerning a, feminine friend who 'whs visiting himp led. to •;
his dismissal® Again he made no attempt to clear, himself - v.;v

f of the .accusation^ It seemed that Veblen was unable^ or
: maybe just unwilling^ to act in his own behalf0 Being once
again 'without means .of subsistence * Veblen accepted a posi- ' "f

;'':''iv:tion: at the University of Missouri. The offer.was made to ' :
- him by a former, studenty Herbert Davenport^ who. was acting 

in the capacity of head of the department:of economicso-
■ Due. to recent, misunderstandings with his wife „ Veblen. lived . '
with .Davenport in his home at ColumbiaMissouri „ In refer- ■ 
ring to this fair city that had become his new homes Veblen '

; described it as a "woodpecker hole in a rotten stump."
; ' .'yAierever he went5 his stinging sarcasm accompanied him. . •
’’ ;. ' Veblen .-remained in - Missouri until 1918 „ During his stay

; he secured a; divorce: from his wife, and was, remarried in : .
1914 to a divorcee. In the bargains he also came.out with ■ . .
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two. step̂ -daughterSji one of whom remained with, him until his
■ ; , ■ ... ;

• ; This period was also quite productive in another sense. \ ^
; . ' In 1914 he hrought out his Instlnet of.Workmanship; in .1915? ;
' - ' Imperial Germany and" the Indus trial Revolution; and in’ 1918* v V;"

The Higher learning in America = '
- After, leaving Missouri <> Veblen went East to lecture at -

' . , . the We^ Bctodl for ̂ Social Researcĥ ', and to serve as writer -• -
. . . • . and editor for a publication^ called Dialo From the virrit- •
• ; ings' of his later period came the ideas that had such a sen-

' . sational flare in the ^Technocracy85 movement. His Engineers
r ’ and the. Price Systemwritten, in’ 1919 • and published in 1921c, ; :.
- ’ was the thesis used 'by ’the Technocrats^ but Veblen was dead
- "before the movement"was begun =, Other works of note that - .V ir

have been published are Vested: lnterests: and the State
of the Industrial -Arts;n The Place of Science in Modern Civl- 

■ ■ > . iiZationy Absentee Ownership and Business Enterprise in : .:
Recent Times a and Essays’- in Our Changing Order . (edited by, : . - ■
>lepn Ardzroonly a former student of Veblen’s), ;

iA; few years in lew lorkwere enough for Veblen5 and .
■ he returned to his hOme in Califomia. His step-daughter . V

cared for him,until his death, on August 3,. 1929 = .His death’
did not create a national disturbance. Except for a few :

. close friends^ and an articleVin the American Economic- . ■ . ,
Review by his old friend^ Co Mitchell,, he passed away I 

• ' "’ :̂ tffinotlced® ’ ’ . v, V : I . - : : ; .  ■ 1;-:;i 1: ’ : ^



GHARpR IV

/ VEBliEi ̂ 8 IISTHUTIQlM,' ECOIOMIGS ■: : - '

\ Veblea the Critic ;

Best^tb gala, a true picture of the constructive .work of ;: 
Veblen>:, ilt-. Is- Beneflelal to- examine,:first -his critical ideas ' 
of the body of ecphomic thought as it existed at the turn of 
the' twentieth century» - To his minds, the . science. of economics 
did hot then satisfy; the requirements of modern science'
The theory substantially was an elaboration of the Englisht 
classical doctfines,o He recognized variations and differen- 
ees as represented in the works of Alfred Marshall,,- J 0 B<, - --'1
Clark5, : and the Austrian School^ but. f ound a general - consis- .
;tency of outlook and method in all theSe works0 The set of : 
!,preeonceptiohs?? in light of which, the theory was drawn up̂  . 
was inherited from Adam Smith and the, English Utilitarianŝ , ; 
and despite; .certain shifts in emphasis and changes in conno- 
- tat ion*.-the set of .preconceptions remained fundamentally 
unaltered« ;Essentially this body of economic doctrines was 
an ahalysis of a balanced equilibrium^ a'condition which . . ,
Veblen believed had no counterpart in the existing economic 
orders' The economics of Alfred .'Marshall afford the best "
example, of the. views of -economist^ with; respect to the ; ;
nature and scope of economics at the turn of the century*



thus it will suffice to consider Ve"blenrs critical ..ideas of 
this tody of ecohomic thought o : : : :
.' Feblen1 s first.^objection to Marshall8 s economics was . 
his philosophical orientation, Marshall when writing his 
book In the third quarter of the nineteenth century, was in
fluenced by the fapt that competition was flourishing and 
that it seemed"'as if such a situation would continue sub
stantially unaltered . . The working of' the. forces of supply 
and demand toward an equilibrium in the competitive scheme 
of economic, life at that time Was considered by Ear Shall to 
be the fundamental, idee that provided' a framework for a •;; ; 
theoretical' analysis of the economic system. Taking a shorty 
run view of things', it seemed to, him that the equilibrium ' 
of supply and demand' was- a .persistent and unchanging feature 
of the economic system, a normal condition^ Economic acti
vity .vf or the most part .wastof a fixed nature| the economy 
was eternally moving toward an equilibrium. At the time . 
when his Principles of.Ecohomlcs was published, his precoh- 
ception of normality as the fundamental organizing concept ' 
of his theorizing, fitted in quite well with•the competitive 
conditions then preyalent,. His. equilibrium veconomics was . 
close, enough to the actual conditions in England and the ■ 
United States to servo as a worth-while explanation of the 
Operation bf the.economic system, ■ Had the small-scale ■ 
competitive business system (in which the forces of demand 
and supply operated to keep the economic system■reasonably .



close to Marshall8 s "normal economic conditionsf!) endured^ 
Feblen would have had little Oasis for criticism<? Such was 

• not the ease^ ;for -as. the nineteenth century wore on5 big- 
business .came to replace the small-scale business» and the. 
peaceful domicile of'competition, was being frequently en
croached upon® ’• Veblen was .quick/to notice this^ and beeaxne.

: impatient because Marshall had; made no Obvious move to ad--. 
just hi s b ody of theory to mee t - the changed conditions« 
Having thoroughly imbued himself in previous y ears with"the 
biolpgical.evolutionary concept of Darmdn^.Yeblen saw that 
this principle. .Could; be' applied .to- cultural conditions 0 It 

: became evident to him that the most significant features of 
economic .life were not fixed and tenacious.,, as Marshall had 
thought5 but were changing-' and emergent® Thus^ in order to 
live with his consciencej, .Veblen had no choice but .to dis
agree; withtProfessor^Marshall®; ;;v ' f . ■ . - : 'v

The second ob jection rto Marshallis equilibrium eco
nomics by Veblen was Marshall's method® in analyzing eco
nomic data Marshall 'Used- what IS'/called the additive , or ; 
summatiye>: method® This is a procedure, of moving from the 
simple to the complex'® The large . complicated problems are 
broken down into small. ‘issues, that can. be "studied one at 
a time o - 'After., each small issue has been studied or ana- 

■: ly-zed' it is combined'with .all the other small issues, and: ’ 
the ensuing result, represents a more or less.complete so-" ; 
iution to the ebmplex problemit The.meaning of the whole is
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derived from the meaning of the parts,, and this additive 
method was adduced to be the correct method of economic ana- 

. lysis» : The stand' taken by Veblen was in direct opposition 
to this theoryb It .was his belief that economic data are 
to be selected and interpreted -in. the light of the fact ' ' 
that they are integral parts of a larger evolvihg whole»—  
that the meanihg of the parts depend on their relation to ■ 

:::ffhê wtipie : ̂ entire economic sy stem) ̂ and that meaning flows ..
from the Whole to the" -parts i It was deduced by Veblen that 

■ the methodused by.Marshall was a result of his philosophi- 
:: eal orientation 0 - In . that Marshall looked on the main feat
ures of 'the economy" as being fixed or Static5 he chdse a 

■fvrnethoduthat ,ms::udSd by the early nineteenth-century physi
cal scientists to investigate what they took to be a static« 
mechanistic physical universe0 Veblen was convinced that 
•the proper method of analysis must be one that inquires into 
change and growtho one that emphasizes functioning of. the 
economic system and not a method that emphasizes structure^
' as Marshallfs. d i d o  .. ■ / „ - ' i \ :i - :  v - if - : ,

. . The last criticism that. Veblen 'had of Marshall's eco
nomics was ;his . psycholdgical theory .»■; Marshall f s attention 1 
was concentrated; on that portion of human action 'which was 
based on "Deliberate and far-reaching calculations” of self- 
advantagesfie was little concerned with problems of chang
ing economic behaviordue to his belief that economic 

. : activity of the people was Of a static nature. Here again '



.the influence of the competitive. economy existing when he 
wrote 'his:.hook' played a - significant part- in his ideas of ' V 
economic analysisi Being thoroughly convinced that the eco
nomic system5 thiohgh the forces df snpply and demand5,; : ;
would -reach,, or constantly be moving toward^ an equilibrium^ 
he concluded •that the type of Individual economic action, 
necessary to achieve; such a goal would" have to be based on i t 
the principle of utilitarian;activityo' Behavlor pat terns ; 
that •are dominated by calculation of pleasure and paint 
choice^ and self-seeking do -not . raise the problems;of social, 
and economic change» This psychology. fitted in perfectly 
with his idea that the basic 'f eatures of the ecohomic sys
tem are unchangihg2:: 1  ̂e>.5'; the: competitive ecohomic system^ 
with its equilibrlum resulting from the forces of supply 
and demand^ is a steadfast feature of the national economy> 
yeblehf of course t-did not approve of this. To him the .f 
economy was an evolving.whole5 and if economic activity 
were of a static nature (all people acting in the same ■:way>. 
the result of their economic •deeisions constantly moving 
the economy toward equilibrium)^ it could not possibly ac- 

: - count for the economy that was • slowly^ but ceaselessly 
.. changing of - " f;,.; Vi. . h y "f;.: .

.. It can be seen from viewing Veblehls criticism of, Mar
shall’s systematic /economics that the idea of normality was' 
the primary source of Marshall’s scientific thought» It ' 
was the underlying.principle of his ecohomic thought5 and ̂ y ;
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was consistently folldFed, tjaronghout his analysis of the 
economic system o'. In that.Marshall • centered his work around 
the idea of structure of the economic system^ instead of. the 
functioning of the economic system̂ , the difference in theory 
between these: two. men is easi 1 y discernible« ,

■ Vehien8 s Unified Theory V; '

.;¥ehlen?s theory is one of the ev-olution, of economic -
Institutionsg and in it are three hasic notions:
: • - 1  o ■ Behavior is *governed fundamentally by unchanging 

:instincts which give rise to action of a dynamic 
character o ::... : -. ; '

•2o Behavior is guided more proximately by institu-
- ; :.vtlons<r ' . / ;  -  :  ̂ ' : ,
■, - ; 3 o .. Institutions | as viewed oyer the course of human 

..ri history^ have been in a state of slow but con-
' ■: - tinual change. . : : .'i , \ . -;V . :

The human • individual is born with a. va.guely known set . 
of tropisms.and instincts e -Tropisms are automatic respon- . 
ses of the individual to external stimuli = The prime char
acteristic is action of a reflex nature that does not call/ 
upon the intellects It is a basic level of.activity that - 
is. common ' to all biological organisms^ whether human or -. - 
otherwise» Instincts differ from trbpisms.in that they 
involve an element of intelligence; in other words^ they v 
are;susceptible of modification by experience„ ' Veblen •
does not imply that there Is a clear-cut distinction be- 
tween.the two, since'tropisms shade into the instincts« ■



Some of the lower instincts such as the hunger and sex drives 
are often classified, as ^quasi-tropismatic or half-instinct
ive" = For use. in determining- his psychological outlook^
Vehlen hecame interested only in what he refers 'to as the 
, "higher instincts"* Of these higher instincts' he makes use 
.of only four in his economic analysis* These four instincts 
are the . parental^ the acquisitive^ the ‘workmanship instinct^ 
and the instinOt. ofJ idle curiosity f . : ■ . v

The parental instinct ;is a drive that leads to a "paren
tal solicitude for the common good"*. It starts off with the ...
parents* regard jTor their, offspring and widens to include 
concern. oyer thefWe 1 1 ~Being;■ of•"tlie family^ class^ nation̂ - 
and even mankind in general.* . The acquisitive instinct is in 
direct conflict with the parental instinct in that it leads 
the Individual to pursue life merely in his own self-inter
est , . It.is a drive that results,In a person*s endeavor to 
accumulate property of his own and to deprive others of their 
rightful pos se ssi on * It also results in the individual try
ing to inflate his ego at the expehse of others * an attempt >
to get Something without giving anything In return* The ’:;
third instinctworkmanshipa: is regarded by Veblen as the 
most importantin that action directed by it is conducive 
to the material well-being of the racey and therefore to ’ ’. 
its bioldgical•success* The workmanship instinct moves .' : 
individuals to do a job in as Workmanlike a fashion as pos
sible * The creation of useful products and the invention
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of devices of efficiency and economy are the result of this 
drive o . This instinct is concerned more- with the' traye and 
means of achieiring life’s ends than with any" specific .:ehd or 
goal of ", human existence c it is ' closely related to the paren
tal instinct in that the two combined work harmoniously in 
establishing economy . and efficiencyt'I1 The fourth instinct 
is the instinct:of. idle curiosity^ an inclination oh the 
- part- of the individual to inquire into the nature of things«; 
The full play.of this instinct results in one Of two achieve
ments* :It may lead to "idle learning*5̂  which is the type 
of leaMing hest exemplified by mythologies and folk .legends . 
in which the author makes an animistic explanation of the 
external'-1 world.a There is some worth to this outcome in that 
it provides • other people, with. an butlet for their idler cu- .... 
riositys - and 1 s a way of relaxing from the rigors of making 
a living * V The other type of achievement; reuniting, from this : 
instinct is considered to be.more important by Veblen^ .for 
it; leads' fo useful learning« This type of learning is In ' 
the field of technological advance. - Man does not wait for 
changes in the physical environment to bring about changes in 
the cultural organizationo By his probing into various ■ ' 
phenomenaP he softens the rigid ’’discipline of habituation 
inherent in every day life". ' : •• . r: " : : ;

■ The significance; of Veblen’s: ‘analysis of instincts is 
that it gives biological support to his: theory that dis
harmony is inherent in the life of man. There is a visible



epnflict between the parental instinct and the acquisitive 
driveo In a. given -civilization ohly .ohe of these two in
stincts can dominate:! If the parental instinct dominates'̂  
all is well and gooda for it stimulates the instinct of idle 
curiosity along lines•of practical'achievement.and adds im- . 
petus to the carrying put of the instinct of workmanship»
If the acquisitive instinct predominates^ it leads the 
instinct of idle curiosity along superficial lines and re
tards technplpgl cat progress by stifling the instinct of" 
workmanship^ -In.that such a conflict is always existent^
Febten tends tb be pessimistic about the future of mankind. 
This:conflict gives "rise to dynamic action, for it serves 
to" shape the destinies of any civilization =. ' A nation is 
usually sdvancing pr receding and is rarely in a.state of 
rest o ;As a nation advances or recedeits economic or- 
-ganization^is changed'accordingly o Hence<, Feblen is of the 
opinion that the general features of an economy are of an 
evolutional nature and not fixed, or static5 as Marshall 
claimed, ' " ' : : : : " f- . If f'  ̂ '

The four instincts' to which Feblen paid particular at
tention do not directly give rise to action, The connection 
between the instincts and the purposes to which they lead / V 
is indirect. The ends of life are set up. by the. instinctsf 
and these"ends are accomplished through the factor of habit, 
As the individual develops5 the repeated promptings of his 
instinctive drives take bn the form of habitual responses,



$! In set tin g up habitual behavior patterns for the expression 
of his Instinctive impulses the individual borrows heavily 
from the group in which he :lives,,81 ̂ In his analysis 5 Yeblen 
is concerned chiefly with the individuals who are ??immersed 
in the community and exposed to the discipline of group life 
as it runs in the community,, since all -life Is necessarily 
'group life p The phenomena of human life occur only in this 
form o-p ̂ .in both respects both in his inherited and in his ' 
acquired traits« the individual is a.product of group 
iife^M^ •jhe community into which an Individual:is born al- 
.'ready'- .has well-established standards: of behavior „ and these . 
social- habits of life constitute the general scheme; of. ac-;. ■ - 
tlvity in the community. The individual knowingly and un
knowingly adopts these habits to-give expression to his -1 

instincts» Ordinarily man accepts the established institu- . 
tlons without so much as a thought, about, theme- He is pret
ty much a product of his environment^ and doesn't realize 
that in acting in accordance with institutional behavior 
he is not freely choosing how he acts in every circumstanced 
In, rarer cases, man, in using his selective intelligence 
chooses between Institutional behavior and behavior origi- ', 
nal to himself„ Such men are usually considered radicals 
by the ; rest of society >, but often are' followed by the others -

: io Allan G„ Gruchy, Modern Economic Thought (Hew'forks 
Prentice-Hall, Inc =, 194.7) pp 6S'» •: , 1 . ..
■ 2 o - Thbrstein B 6 Yeblen ̂ The Instinct of

(Hew forks Macmillan Company, 1914-J, p. 1041
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- : .when it becomes evident _ that a certain institution no’ longer ■:
serves a needo - When conditions change the' existing institu-- 

' ■ tion shouldj. but usually doesn8 change In like degree „ ;
This is called a ncultural lag” by Professor Veblen, În; - ; : .
citing an.example of this he often referred to the ihstitu- 

; tion of orthodox economies, - During the nineteenth century^ •
% ' it served pretty. well the ' need of an explanation" of the exist-
. ing ecohomic conditionsV As economic conditions changed?

• :• the .econgmists -still clung to this" body of thought as an: ex- ■
•"' " planation Of the. operation of the economic order| they did :

-: ■ not adjust this institution to -the V change Veblen̂ , re cog- ; "
v . ..nizing7 the inadequacy of such an institution, took steps 
j. ■ ■ to adjust it to changed conditions. Veblen was a radical, -

,a" man . who . dared to criticize that which had almost become -
f " sacred totmany: men.. To many he is still a radicals but a 

" V - force:has; gathered in his support and is furthering the - : .
work that he began» ' t '. .. ; "i". ■ • V  ,

Before brihging; a discussion of institutions, to a close 
it is- necessary to examine Veblenrs theory of institutional ■

; ■ ; change. Orthodox economists did not make extensive studies-
' of institutionsj: usually they were taken for granted = When
, institutions were, considered, they were looked at-In the

: .j short-run. An. institution upon first observation seems like o
::j ' a fixeds unchanging thing, Because, they are slow to change, .
; . and this change is hardly, noticeable^ the orthodox econo- .

mists considered; them to be of a permanent nature. Hence., t"



. their insistence upon an- equilibrium economy was due to the 
permanence that' the institution of competitive business. '
seemed to possess o Veblen<, noting this ̂ short-sightedness^ 
helieved" that in ahalyzihg the /econdmio system :it; was heces- \ 
saiy togo back through the various stages of history and  ̂
trace the origin and,growth of institutions. . : "

• For purposes of convenience^ Veblen divided history into 
four distinct stages^;although herealized there was con-- ih
siderable overlapping-, ' Ihe first stage was the wSavage Era"

■ ■ *'- h ' Old ■ . ■ 'vi/ i • .. . :■. its duration.being from the/Stone Age through the .early .half
■ of the. Neolithic Period, In the beginning the people' had no. 
previous knowledge upon•which to depend as a means forthe^ • 
satisfaction h f ; the i r ins tinet ive .drive sf It was their job .. 
to devise.ways of doing things, Accordihg to Veblen this
was a very productive period because of the dominance of the.

; parental instinct over the acquisitive Instinct. This;: fact 
gave the people s long period of peaceful existenceV which -: 
in itself, is highly conducive to progress of all kinds.. In ;' 
that all of the people 'were primarily moved in their actions 
by their desire tpybe. serviceable to the tribe as a wholey ,, 
the Ihstlhct Of wOrkmanship was given full vent and the 
instinct of idle curiosity was guided along useful and con
structive lines, OUt of, such’ a. condition the body of tech- •

• nologieal -knowledge grew" quite rapidly . Of the many things 
accomplishedy: a.:f ew were - the ■growing, of eropsy the; breeding A 
Of animalsq making of bronze and iron toolsy and decorative .<
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arty This type of knowledge is institutional| it represents 
a. way of acting that is in accord with the thoughts and. •ac- 
tions ;of all of society* .It was passed on from generation 
to generation and was modified or added to in the process of ̂ V

- growth* The changes that were made in institutions were 
chiefly due to two factors* The first was the persistent 
propensities of human 'naturê , the unchanging instincts. When

' ther> proximate ends -set Up- ;by:the Community ’ s ihsfl tutions no ;v 
: lohger coincided with the.ultimate ends sought hy the in- 
t|tihetive.idriye5 .3,' the. individual. could no longer satisfy * 
the. demands, of his basic instinctive drives» Usually there 
was: a cultural lag and- the institutions were not immediately 
mpdlfled* * but ultimately they were changed * The f orce of v 
the ihstihctiye dfives could apt be denied forever»

. The other factbr of'Change in Institutional behavior . .
was due to the material environment*.the methods of produc
tion which materialized in industrial technologyh As the / ;
technology underlying man’ s way of making a. living changed, 
new mental habits were established which eventually har- -;
- deried. Into new-.institutional arrangementst, Thus the whole 
institutional complex guiding human behavior was subjected, 
to the disruptive pressure of Changing technology„ In the : 
Savage Era.j, 'as new methods, of prbduction.'.'arose out of the ; 
play. of .the instincts of workmanship and '-idle ■ curiosity / 
social behavior was changed to conform, with the changed 
technological conditions„ In Veblen8s’mind this period was r .



almost Utopian; because of the constant advance of the civili
zation through harmony of the ends of the -parental ~ln^tin6 t. 
and the instincts of idle curiosity, and workmanship „
' i; The second .period of historyy the Barbaric Era (from . 
the middle of the Neolithic Period .to the end of the Middle 
Ages)^ howevers was,a different story« The institution of 
private property was erected; property - was no. longer con
sidered, to be communalo Advance in technology made pdssibie 
the- production,:of goods over- needs „ The acquisitive instinct 
led the - people to pur sue their own self interest 5 their goal 
no longer was how serviceable they could be to society5 but 
how ‘disserviceable they could be to society = Status in. the 
community depended on how much:wealth they could accumulate^ 
and in .turn 'gave rise to conspicuous twaste or conspicuous ' 
consumptiohi Irksome labor came to be looked down upon, be- , 
cause only•those less fortunate in accumulating goods had tot 
subject themselves to the drudgery of toils The institution 
'of the leisure class was erected. The rich could become 
richer by allowing the use of their property, by others; and 
thereby claiming a large part of the product made possible 
by its use. The Institution of absentee ownership had come • 
into •-exist ence.̂ - - A,ii: this led to class distlnc tloh. The O:- 
people closest to actual production were still driven by the 
'parental, instinct; to provide for the needs of their own 
families and for mankind in general .was their goal* At the 
opposite end were the richy the ones who/g because more - .:
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clever or more unscrupulous^ had directed;the flow of the sur
plus of goods over subsistence to themselves. When there is 
such a disharmony between people^ peace is. no longer preva- / 
lent o Brief . skirmishes resulted in the suhSection of the • .
: poor or industrial class/ and wars between states -and nations 
ensued, due primarily to the force of .the. acquisitive in- . 
stineto All this strife led to amost'dire consequence9 - 
technology became stagnant^.prpgress was impeded and the/
'Suffering of mankind was multipliedo -' . ' %

■ The period next in line was the Handicraft Era, which 
had its beginning around the turn of the eighteenth century 
and endured. until: the middleof the nineteenth centuryIn . 
this period .we find an" Extension of Ownership „ (private :
■ property ■rights became more sacred and came in" for greater : 
protection by the: state) o The factory .system was erected 
and craftsmen became wage earner's c Production came to be 
more and more under the control of the: wealthy 4 Private 
property was extended to cover investments, and the captains 
.of industry turned from■concern over production to financial 
manipulationo There arose two kinds of employment? In- h 
: dustrial employment^thpse: engaged in the actual production 
qf . goods : (the wage: earning class); and pecuniary employment—  
those engaged in manipulation of 'ovmershlp securities and 
markets' With an eye only\ to monetary gains'* . • . "
- The last period, the Era of the Machine Process, dates v

from: 1 3 5 0  (this date' is; used' by:;Veblen because it marks the ■
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start of this' period in England^ the date for America being • 
1875), to the present time. Veblen* s discussioh of this per- > 
iod Is pretty mucha repetition of that given on the Insti- 
tut ion of: Machine Technique in, the first chapter of thesis. - 
Other than this, last-mentioned .institution^ the Era of the 
Ma.chine. Process has hot been productive of any new insti
tutions of note5 but has wrought great changes- in the insti
tutions inherited from the previous periods^ Many of the " ' - 
institutions with 'which this; period started have changed in 
importance 6 This , process of change is'identified-Py Veblen 
by referring: to institutions that have, risen in influence ..
. as ”master«» institutlons. The- corporate institution is an ,
. example of a "master" institution^ In, the; period of the • 
Machine Process it rose in importance as the captains of 
industry used it extensively to. help .conf fol •unbridled com
petition. The devices used in fhe realization of this end' 
(stifling competition) are the holding, company^ the inter- - 
locking directorate^ and the voting trust.' This.period also 
notes the rise of a third party in the business': pieturea 
the •investment banker. whose task it became to.: unite a num- 
tper of formerly competing companies into holding companies 
that would control: enough of the productive capacity of in- 
: dust ry. as to make. unguarded competit ive production” no " 
longer visible. ; .'. ;. / fl ' ; "v- f 'V, v- -
, ; From this brief;coverage of Veblenis last stage of ' :
history it can be; seen that the economic institutions' which
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form our economic■system do change„ and as they ;change so 
does the entire economic system. To attempt to use a theo
retical scheme, based on the.assumption that the general 
features of our system are unchanging is pure foily5 says. 
Thorstein B.»- "iehlen® ; / ; " : " : ' ■



• ■ In: attempting to: 'follow Veblen through his analysis of ' 
modern capitalism (date-marked 1399-1923)^ a digression from 
.what is ordinarily considered to be of immediate economic '; 
interest Is often the case. Economic analysis was his pri
mary 'W|ectives but he "was too much a student .of sociology \ 
to leave ignored: the bearing of -modern business upon cul- 
tnral growth» By way of apology:to the reader for such a 
treatment of economic phenomenaj, Veblen wrote in the Preface 
to his Theory of Busihess Enterprise: >:

I;::,. ■; This cultural bearing of business . enterprise/ 
however^ b elongs rather in the field of the s.oelolo- v . 
gist than in that of the professed economist; so : 
that the present inquiryin its later chapterŝ , :sins 
rather by exceeding the legitimate bounds -of economic 
discussion on this head than by•falling short of them,I 
In extenuation of this fault it is to be said that 
the features' of . general culture touched upon in these 
chapters bear too intimately oh "the economic situa- a ' 
tion proper to admit their being.left entirely on 

. /: :, one side ,i':" a . o:: -.1 :.; ■ •' "  •1 . 1 . '; - : ' •: : ; : •
■:"In the Preface' to his last volume^ Absentee OwhershlP 

and Business ■ Ent ers in Recent Times (192:3) I Veblen ex^ 
plains, that his work is. 81 an inquiry into the economic situa-: 
tion as it has taken shape during this (twentieth) century^ 
particularly as; exemplified in the case of America, •  : i

1 , Thorstein Teblen^ The Theory of Business Enterprise 
Torkg Charles Scribner8 S SOhs^ 1904) ̂ Preface,



Despite liis.; intense interest in the origins and development ; 
of the. modem econdmic system^ Veblen' s first dbieetive is 
•to deseribe the fmctioning of the modem ecdnomic situation6 

Ib is the conduct of men3 groups and classes: which are par
ticipating in the affairs of twentieth-century capitalism 
that is analyzed by Veblen with special enthusiasmo .

, In his investigation of.the development of twentieth- 
century capitalism^ Veblen carries his analysis back through 
the: era of handicraft industry <> • In- the early form of handi
craft industry the craftsmah owned his: own;tools„ used only 
his own. labor j, and reinvested, his -■ savings for instruments p
of production and necessary ihyentories: heeded in" his . own 
enterprise= He hardly ever found it-necessary to•borrow 
money (there was very little in cireuiation at that time) 3 

and -he:exchanged the product of his labor for the products 
of other Craftsmen« " -Such trade as .there was. was accom
plished without the services of a middleman„ In an economy 
':such as this there was always a close relation between 
effort put forth and remuneration receivedo All" incomes; 
made by the craftsmen'were "earned Incomee" Persbnai wealth 
was measured in terms of useful tangible goods|- and owner- ;. ̂ 
ship meant the possession and control of "these useful goods! 
Out .of this economy rose the price system^: but. .prices then 
were fairly accurate measures of the efforts' incorporated 
in the products made by the craftsmen. These- prices were 
only sufficient to cover the costs of production and • ;-
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provided a fair or adequate return to the individual c'rafts- 
men, 'There was very little possibility-for a eraftsman to 
obtain an ^unearned” or "free income88 „ ' i'. / : . , . : '

■ • . The guild activity of the handleraftsmenP:the joint
: rules; under which they; worked^ accounts for the close co- '
operation in their efforts „ This institutional behavior . v
. led to. ,!a .solidarity; of economic interests*’ and any attempt . ■
: to destroy this solidarity by giving vent to the acquisitive 
instinct was quickly put down by the joint action of the ':
guild members o The parental instinct dominated the scene 
ẑ nd was given support by. the instinct of workmanship<, Em- . 
phasis was placed by the; community on excellence of workman- 
' ship and ecpnomy in the use of • materials | making goods: was • ’ 
placed bn the.level above making money« With the making of 
.money being placed in a subsidiary positions there was little ■;
conflict between the twro processes .of making money and mak- 

.inggobdSo. For a.brief period in the handicraft era mankind 
found relief from destructive economic conflicts ° i
. !E : As the handicraft economy grew and developed it Soon •
lost its halo« The goal of making money without any direct 
. concern over:the process of producing goods came.to be more and . 
more the guiding light of the economy The Institution of ..
absentee ownership, made its. appearance, and brought with it 
the conflict of interest that is always the result of the - ; ■q.V./tl

v ' 3iV-;;;Thorsf Veblen, The Theory of Business. Enterprise*f i 
... (New York: Charles .Scribner's Sons^ 1904J7"pT"82 "
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acquisitive bent» According to Veblen/ income received by :; 
'oTOers of property (absentees) who play no active part in 
actual production is "unearned" or ?$free11 income =. He de
fines an absentee owner as one who enjoys "the ownership of 
material wealth in excess of what he can make use of by 
himself0 ^ 1  During the later: stages of the handicraft era^ 
the Sources of unearned income were derived chiefly from • 
tvm varieties of ownership = The first, and least stressed^ - 
.was the ownership of arable land„ Income received by the 
landowners for the use - of their .land was considered "free"\ 
income by ¥eblen -because they didn' t make a. contribution of 
Useful goods nor did they mix their labor with the land in 
aiding in the production- of goods» The other type of owner
ship was that of moneyp investment for profit in others' - 
industrial enterprises^ ; The, creditors laid claim to part ;- 

•of the goods produced by the working borrowers. Again^ '
Veblen claims5, this was getting something for nothing. Fur
ther developments in this period showed an increased ten-. - 
dency:for master craftsmen (employers) to depend on hired 
labor. As a consequence.they laid claim to a portion of 
the output greater than Just remuneration for the use of .
; their tools. This was considered by Veblen to be a further 
extehsionof the Institution of absentee ownership. Final
lŷ ' large-scale trading' aided the merchant princes, to obtain

" Thor stein Veblen^ Absentee Owner shin and Business : 
Enterprise(Pew fork: B. W. Huebsch5 Inc._. 1923J7 p. 49. '



. incomes . without' adding to the supply " -of useful goods „ : The se 
men set- the stage fon the .factory system hy coordinating the 
activity of"domestic and small-shop manufacturers„ They had 
only to wait until technology had"advanced to the point 
■ where it was feasible to put these home-workers under the 
same roof o These ?,merchant-capitalistsf? became the guiding 
light of indugtry before the dawn ofthe industrial revolu
tion; their prime motivation was that of making money, and 
their concern Oyer the actual production of goods was inci
dental. / . . : :

The preyailihg tendency during the later/stages of the." 
handicraft era Was away from the production of ..useful mater
ial .goods toward the accumulation of monetaiy assets. When 
techhoiogical adyance.made opssible the substitution of 
.machines for the tools used by the craftsmen, the !!captain 
.of industryn became a dominant . figure. Although industry .. 
was still on a small-scale, rather large- financial outlays 
were-necessary due to the cost of machinery = This period - 
succeeded in separating the worker from the ownership of . 
his tools, and the old solidarity of Interests that was ; / 
•dominant during the handicraft era gave way in face of the 
- struggles- between the captains of industry to augment- their / 
private fortunesThe worker no longer took pride in his . 
work'and the workmanship proclivity was pushed into the ' ; 
background. Prestige " was to be had b y  the amassing.bf;  ̂ ' 
pecuniary " gains | no longer was excellence of workmahship ^



and efficiency in producing .goods a means of gaining esteem. 
The-aims and-ideals of the community now. were patterned af
ter the Captain of Industry# the substantial citizen.~ The 
parental instinct was pushed to one side by the acquisitive 
Instinctj, serviceability to. the community became a thing of 
the past and disserviceability took its placeo 'v. ; :
i:/'AlongLwith machine technology came the ??Sra ' of Free ’ 
CompetitiGnto There were many business men and they all ' 
strove to outgain their rivals f their motivation was pecuni
ary ' gain» They produced to make money^ not essentially to 
.satisfy the desires of the community^ or to be serviceable. 
The ideas and attitudes of the business men with respect to 
the ends -of ' economic activity differed greatly from those 
of the working men# they favored acquisition over workman
ship o Because of this5 there were .set up opposite, poles 
around which businessmen and workers clustered. "Workman
ship was set up against acquisition* - private welfare against 
community welfare# and worker against employer. The - 
solidarity ;df interests known in the handicraft era was . • - 
replaced by disunity between the two main classes.* the work
ing class and those engaged in pecuhiary employment„ 1 1 - '
though the era of .free competitidn gave rise to; this class 
conflict the development of these antagonisms did not reach 
a ; high, levelc. Workers were employed by thousands of ; .,

I. Allan G. Gruchy# Modem Economic Thought (new 
York: Prentice- Hall* Inc. Po 35. :• .



scatteredj, small-scale businesses and were largely unorgan
ized <>' Even the captains of industry ̂ although primarily 
concerned with pecuniaiy< .gain̂  were not too far removed from 
the actual productiye processes. This contact with the pro
ductive system, blurred their pecuniary alms and to no small 
extent •tempered the rigors of-the acquisitive struggle»

Durlhg' this period, (era of free competition) the insti
tution of absentee-dpnership grew very' slowly;« . Because of ■ 
the intensity of competition between prbducers lower costs ■ 
of production-• and lower 'selling prices to the consumers were 
the/ strategic /weapons, of economic waff are p. For this reason- 
the leherai public benefited from the continually improving ; 
machine teehnoiogyP:and business men were unable to capture 
a greater portion of; the expanding -nattonal: income. 0 Thus, 
the holding s of absentee owners did not appreciably in- ■
Crease, . - df..tne ;”freef’ income that was available then, most 
of it‘ went to land owners due to the increasing population ■: 
and' to owners of natural resources because of growing de
mands for raw.materials of the improving industrial system^ - 
Apart from these higher rents and raw-material prices« there 
was hot much of an "increase in absentee Ownership: until- the 
following era of, semi-monopolistic■ large-scale production =

Y Our moderh- capitalism had Its begihhihg shortly after 
1850. in England and, a'.little later in the United States „
The; period from 1850.to 1900 witnessed the decay of the ; 
system of .free ;:co.mpetition o The factor instrumental in



effe.dtliig ;sucli; a i de.cliii.e- was the corporate institution^ with 
its ^corporation flmanc#^. :$he many small flfms were eli
minated or absotbed by the larger, industrial chains». The - 
captains of industry. became captains'of business5 -and:the • i 
■ actual management of production was turned over to hired 
technical expertSo . The paptains of husiness "became less and 
less concerned with the production""of goods and more con
cerned, with the pecuniary side of the business situation.
In this stage- of the development of modern capitalism^ the - 
large: b.usiness enterprises were attempting to dispose of 
their expanding outputs.t end by doing so brought on price 
wars and !?cut-throat competition". The situation was;vfur- " 
-ther complicated by organization of many new firms with - ' ; .
lower costs of production^ this being made possible by the 
continuous advance in technolpgy.The older .firms were con̂ - 
frouted with problems of high production costs and obsolete, 
equipmentI The situation they-had to deal with involved - . 
surplus productive capacityp. dedining profits^ and cut- . 
throat competition. To remedy this unstable situation̂ , re-: 
.-course-was had to ,poolihg arrangements^ thus enabling the 
captains of -business ' to: control new investment, • actual pro
duction and pricing. ' In 1 9 0 4 . this arrangement seemed^ to ; > 
yeblen^ to be the' answer to the question of how to stabi- -, 
.lize"business.;-'. - ip ;

"Around,1900 the informal coalition efforts were re-- . • 
placed, by a new form of. business organization^ the holding.
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company Along with the holding company chme the invest- ' 
ment banker who had a whole bag full of deyices designed 
- primarily for themerging of financial interests and gain
ing control of the key ihdustries with'the least .monetafy. 
outlayo Through the cooperative efforts of the original
■ owners Of fhe key- Indus tries..andthe investment bankers j, 
competitive production was’ eliminated^ A ''community of 
interest'': gre?f.up between' the' original owners and the bank- -
■ ers and soon gave birth to what Veblen called the ''One Big 
Union" " of the vested interests - or absentee owners
; By 1923 c, Veblen was still- of the ■ • opinion fhat coalition 

:was the answer to- unstable' business conditionss and that ■ 
the "One Big 'Unioh" of finaneiers cbuM effectively control 
cyclical movements’ with the device of corporate, credit/ 
production control^ and .pricing policy» In that the’ major' '; 
debits and credits had been pooled^ Vhe saw an orderly ad
vance in future .expansion of industry * It seemed to Veblen 1 
that, since industrial technology had been subdued^•the "Era . ; 
of Big Business" had. reached maturity0 Although he .believed 
that stable -economic conditions wouid be the result of the '
. Coordinated action of the. ''One Big Union of Interests^" he 
was not entirely happy about the situation<, The instinct v  
of workmanship, found but little opportunity to give vent to 
its driveSj, and as a result "workmanship" was.;required to - ' 
wait on "business"V If the engineers, were given the go - ; 
signal they could swamp.the markets with a flood-of: goods„



Because of thisbusinessmen were constantly on their guard, 
to prevent a happening such as this. By adjusting supply c 
to demandj and thereby fixing their selling prices at the 
maximum net-revenne point> they succeeded in preventing an 
unprofitable rate of output. As Seblen puts. it^ they prac
ticed "capitalistic, sabotage^ and kept industrial efficiency 
"subnormal"<> , V. ..f- \v': f - • ... ■ y  _ . . ; ' •
. In describing the modern economic system Veblen calls 
attentioh:to its hybrid nature. The economic system is fit 
divided into; two segments o . the monopolistic and the - com
petitive. The monopolistic segment is composed of the key" 
industries which include coal, steel^ oil? and transporta
tion These Industries are the "tactical center";of the f 
entire industrial ■system, and set the pace for the entire , 
economy = : In these industries the captains of bus. in ess have 
substituted "closed markets" for the formerly;opens competi
tive market of the 1800so - Prices are set at the level of 
"what the.traffic will bear" and the forces of Supply and 
demand are pushed into the background <>. • Competition still 
exists in these .Industriess but its direction has been • 
changed» Instead of intra-industry competition« as was the 
case in the early part of era of machine process ( . 1 8 5 0 - ' 
1875)  ̂these key industries compete with one.another for a 
greater share of .consumer, dollar o' Their administrative - 
control Is characterized by: restrictive ■price- and produc- -. 
tion pblicies?. and; they, ceaselessly _ seek to "buy cheap
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and sell ;deaFo,!':3::.- V ; . ' • " - - ' / \ . :
; The other part of the economy is the competitive seg-" . 
ment5 where; ther e i s si ill to be found free prices s open ' ■
' markets s and eompetitiyeadjustments „• This, lower strata Of 
: business eonsists of small-scale manufacturingy retailing* 
and farmingo ; These businesses are called upon to bear, the 
burden, of the adjustments of the disturbances originating 
in the -mohopolistic part of; the hybrid economy /. Thus the 

. major burdens fall upon, the workers/ the small .businessmens 
and : the f armers^ isince the vested interests and their bus 1 --' 

.ness representatives have insulated themselves pretty well.
. from the recurring disturbances of a poorly integrated, eeo- 
■ nomy, : Of the bottom strata, the farmers fare the least well. 
j They -are unable to adopt successfully the price and produc- 
.. tion policies of the. key 'industries,, and are kept quite close 
tpi: Subs istencey while their net product is drained . off by ;
' the large corporations., who buy for low prices and sell to 
the farmer at high prices <, ; The large' corporate enterprises 
■ are able to obtain the farmers$ raw materials on very favors 
. able terms5 mainly because the; farmers' are unable to act • 
collectively^ - (Before passing Judgment on Veblen8 s pbser-- 
rations, keep in mind his analysis is of our economy as it 
was before the 3130s oj The lot of the working men-- is not as.' 
bad as that of the farmer̂ ' says Veblen^ for with the rise Of 
hational vtrade'uhl^ the endeavor has been made to
drive a bargain .with: the captains, of industry =' ; The large
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trade unions using the methods of the top-flight "business- ' 
men have succeeded pretty well in creating a scarcity of 
certain types of lahor .and obtaining a "scareity-price" fof- 
"these certain :;types-vofa;labof.4 'v-:;'Sike;ythe'Veaptains.:''df indus
try > these.skilled workers are interested inaugmenting 
their income at the expense of any groups that may fall in "d

> '4 . V v ' d ■

; ‘. In our modern capitalistic economy^ the large corpora-: ; 
tion sets the pace* The corporation is called a master 
'Institution by Veblens and because of it the economy has 
undergone many profound changes*: Of the changes wrought.by a •
the corporation5 the greatest is the alteration of the na
ture of the ownership of private property-, - Previous to " 1

t8 7 5 =s included .in the meaning of ownership of property was 
the responsibility of the. owner for the management and use 
of his property * With the rise of the corporation and 
modern capitalism* the idea of active control of material 
property has given way to passive:"possession of intangible 
corporate assetso Holders of large blbcks of stock shy : 
away from actual control of thevcorporations8 assets and 
delegate their, management "authority to their business repre
sentatives of, as dTeblen calls them^ "Guardians-of the . 
Vested Interest s *" In addition to the" changes in the func
tions of Ownership there have been "great changes in the : 
nature of the thing owned, Prior to the rise of the cor- 
..poratiorijr ownership was closely' concerned with tangible _ "



: material assets. At present^ ownership;• is more concerned 
;: with possession of intangible corporate assets that revolve: 
.yhronnd certain; values..which the courts have recognized as 
business goodwillo and have assigned the corporate owners.- 
-Yeblen defines goodwill as a form of control over the in- - 

T;:dusWial.'sy-step̂ -which enables those who possess it to levy 
tribute on all who are embraced within the system.of cor- • 
porate controls. Control of the .technological processes 
is!the greatest source’ of intangible corporate wealth. . :

: /Patent rights ; and Other devices have enabled: the owners of .. 
the key industries to, control and use the accumulated '
knowledge of technological processes in such a way that: ■
■ they can decide who-shall use these processes. and under . .
■; what conditions„ The net product made possible by modern 
^technbloglCal processes is drained: pff by the corporate
- owners, because' the industrial system is directed to favor 
the vested' interests^ : t . .V

- Another consequence of the corporate institution is
. the practice of issuing additional •stock .on the basis of . .
' the expanding goodwill Or earning capacity of the .corpora-
■ tioho When, through the advance in technology, the earning 
power of the corporation increases;, instead of lowering the
; prices of the goods and' passing on the benefits of lower 
:/production costs to the- consWpr, corporate owners have 
Capitalized the •increased earning.power to their own ad
vantage. This is accomplished by - issuing common stock .



backed by Increased earning powers of the corporation3, thus 
enabling the corporate owiers to lay claim to the'surpluses , 
of the improved industrial technology. Each dividend on ■ 
this newly issued stock represents additional overhead̂ , and 
is classed by Veblenas a new liability of the corporation. 
By this analysis of common; stock;issued on the basis of ex
panding goodwillVeblen has blurred the .line between debt 
and propertyo or stock and bond, . \ i

■■ • • The Bearing" of Modern Capitalism oh Cultural. .
: ' • • Growth ■■■;■' r -V . • . '

. Due. to the rise of modern capitalism, we are living in 
a society where moneymaking is the- cpmmonly accepted test of 
success , in life. We" want • to seem, well-to-do, and to attain 

tan air Of opulence we keep up with changing, styles, however 
uhcomfortable they may be, We sub ject ourselves to. Social 
frivolities that are empty and tiring, we teach.our child
ren accomplishment s/ that are: elegant because they are .ex
pensive o .Our sense Of beauty is stamped with the dollar 
sign, and we stand in awe of the wealthy =, We practice con
spicuous consumption by wasting' our .money and our leisure 
time on useless, goods and forms of entertainmentThe cap
tains of business have come to reap large fortunes because 
of OU.r inordinate desire to impress Ihose about, us, to/exp.; 
c el lent example is the automobile; we don it buy a car. sole
ly for the purpose of quick transportation.and convenience, 
but more and more base ouri decisions upon its bigness.



liixttry > number of /horsepower,,,;, and whether - its design is more 
exciusive. than • the auto oimed .by our neighbd.r = The signi- : 
ficanee of-money in our.economy, has taken on a greater mean- v 
ing than that attributed to it by the classical writers ' -
and--Alfred Mar Shall o The inner cravings of our society bear 
so deep an impress of pecuniary standards' that money cannot 
be treated as an intrinsically insignificant thing in our 
economyYeblen's excursions into the field of general cul- 
.ture are justified by the fact that the features touched upon 
'bear top ihtimately oh the economic situation to admit their -, 
..heing ..lef t • outx, ; a : v -: ' ' . -by

.. Money becomes a very significant thing in the economy 
of a; society." because it shapes the habits of thought into 
which our native propensities grow. The use of money puts 
forth aforce of its own upon our wants as consumers. upon ;

- our ;skilled ’plannerŝ , upon our methods as, producers, and 
upon our ideals as Citizens» The discipline that the use 
of money- imposes upon our minds affects some classes much , 
more than it,does others. Veblen.professed to see Certain . 
trends that heralded the eventual split of economic so
ciety into two major classes: the absentee owners and the :-;:
underlying working population. :

The absentee owners tend to foster self-aggrandize
ment and the pecuniary .status, while-- the working pdpulatlon

- I. For a more complete account of this-idea developed 
by Veblen consult "The Theory of the Leisure Olassw (lew' 
iorki The Macmillan Company, 1912



; ' tend to ;foster workmanship and serviceability status,, Veb- 
. : . len" says that the Hpopulation* o „, ofalls into two main clas-:: :

sess those who:own wealth invest ed in large holdings and .
•i who thereby controi the conditions of life for the rest: and
1. - ,1. . those who do - not . own ’ weal th in sufficiently large holdings^ .

; and whose conditions of life are therefore controlled /by , ;;
: these; others 0?, ■ Wblen* s; distlnetion differs from- that of V

:Karl Marx in that Marx* ■ division was between those who had 
- , ■ ■ something - and. thpse who had nothing, and Meblenls , between --i

thdse who ovm wealth enough to make it county and those who-
: ■ . do not. The absentee owners own more than they can. per- .

: , sonally use^ while the xrorking population have urgent need
. ■ - for more than they; own0 ; ' ’■ ' ■" "I . " .i 1 ; -

. -: In speaking of this class-conflict^ Veblen states that '
the working nlass is :led by ; the/technicians or' .engineers,; .
who cannot see mhy a handfui Of families . should stand in \

/'̂..'i'l',thelway.};bf.:;a:.;40hbled,;perinap;itaV';ihcomei;for ihe.;sp^TOity;; ■ - ■ :
i i as a whole. The idea that absentee owners have a right to ■
. draw dividends from industry without contributing personal .
■ . service is beyond logical . reasoning„ Mongthe masses of ;

factory hands a somewhat similar habit of thought is fol- 
" ; : - lowedo. Their daily work with materials and machines teaches; ■/=—  — .-■ ' . . 1 :̂ Thorstein Veblen,.The Vested Interests and the . ' • v

f State' of the Industrial Arts^~TMew 3gorkf -B:. HuebschalncV.; ' /
; : / ; ; ; ; ;



. and effecto They'tend to become.skeptical and matter of 
• f act5 blind, to " the alleged righteousness implied in. the 
hatnral. - right s of - ownership „' Ih a matter of time the:pres- V  
ent ordeh of; society^ dominated by business enterprise in 
the interests of absentee ownership^ will no longer be con
sidered as right and jus to

As to: what.. wi3-l;. actually happen<, Veblen is not clear» ;
" Beyond the expect at ion that technically qualified engineers . 
Will, have a larger share in mahaging indhstry^ and the ; '. ■
instinct , of workmanship and the: parental instinct Will be ::
.allowed to be developed to a greater extentp he says little0. . 
He does not make a detailed inquiry into how; this would
come about5 and ih. his writing seems more to be wishing such .'/

; a;.circumstance: would.; come to bey rather than predicting - 1

. How will the surplus net product be distributed? Un
der whose leadership would such a change in Industry be - :- 
brought:about? - These^ and similar questions arh not ans- ; 
wered by Veblenj he remained satisfied to have put his 
: finger on. what- seemed^ to him5Vto be the root of the prob
lem,. He lacked a; vigorous urge; to translate economic theo-.
■ rihing into actual practice o' He believed his job was merely 
to point out how the economy • was misfunctioning^ and not •;

■ 10; For a-more complete, treatment of Veblen is social
istic ideas consult The Engineers and the Price System ' •
' CHew lorKt B » W» Huebsch^ Inc 0 ,~±92T) a - .; - ; t ; ( -
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to advocate various measures designed to remedy the' ills :;
’ of our modern capitalism.. S  : ; r-:t'--'■- 'v- "t\ : v

- A Summary- and Evaluation of ¥ehlen;s Work . • . ■.

' Vehlenfs institutional approach to economics bears lit-, 
tie similarity to the 'standard pattern set by the classical 
and neo-classical writers „ The nature pf his' inquiry re- 
sembles clds.ely that;;: of the historical school5 and especially, 
that outlined by Gustav Schmoller in. the int.roduetion to his 
Grundrlss der allgemeihen Volkswirtschaftslehre. Veblen 
also borrowed heavily from the .writings of Earl;'Marxwho is 
often referred to as the originator of' institutional economics» 
Where these two men differed can be best' seen by comparing ' 
their psy chological viewsMarx clung" to the psy chologicat 
views of the classicat economistsp while $ebten adopted the . 
psychology taught in' his day (1914)» To quote Veblen in - ' 
respect to Marxl conception of psychology he stated Athat' . : .
■ it is quite out of harmony with the later results-of psy
chological inquiry ̂ just as is true of the use made of the - 
hedonistic calculus by the classical (Austrian) economics» ■  - 
Despite Veblen.fs criticisms of Marx and the historical writ- - 
ersy he adopted the spirit of their studies and attempted to 
improve oh the work done by them. ' ' - . ;-t . I V '

;: I '. i'lj' ■} Thor stein .Veblen 5. The i'flace, of Science in Modern 
Civilization (New tork: B.„. Wo Huebsch, 19l977"pp = . 252-2.53 ° ^

2f Thorsteiji Veblen^ Ibid^ pa . 413»



Being a student of Darwin and contemporary psychologŷ , . 
Yebien maintained that the conception of human behavior en
tertained by the nineteenth century economists was sadly - ■
out of, date o ’ ■■ Men are creatures of instinct and habit rather 
than creatures of -calculationd? Coneerhing these: two elements ' 
/Cdhtiolling human behavior^ instincts are in- the nature of 
a constant'; factor, while habits take on the character of. ;; 
cumulative developmento. The cumulative change in"the pre- : 
.vailing habits Of thpught Cinstitutions-) is the factor that 
accountsfor the difference in the life of man today, and the 
Way, m a n . H e n c e ,  if we are to account 
for the functioning.of modern •capitalism, we must of neces- 
. sitŷ  study its .e.vOintiono . The attention of .the economists - 
must center upon the eumulatlye change of economic institu- :
; tions o To gain.a true picture, of modern economic life, we: J: 
must study the effects that the daily discipline of life in 
tending machines and making money is producing upon the 
. institutions handed .down from previous generations <> We .must v 
•learn: all we can about the cumulative changes that have 
brought these institutions to their-current form, and about \ 
the trend of the.further changes they are now Undergoing^

; What has been given above is briefly what Veblen con
sidered. to be necessary in an analysis of economic behavior. - ■*. 
He worked out his - theory of capitalis tic economic organiza- ' 
tion on the basis of the psychology he adopted. It was his ;
Interest in; institutional behavior that enabled him to push - f



M s  analysis beyond the market' place into the whole commimal 
pattern of = economic organization J ' The' most visible weakness 
'thatlhas been revealed in his work is the fact that the psy-' 
chological "assumptions that he adopted' were'date-marked 1914y 
and are no longer considered to be acceptable in explaining \ 
the actions of man0i Modern psychologists seem to have given 
up.the study of instincts.because.they are not susceptible 
to objective analysisc Human motivation is now considered to 
he more in the nature of responses to various situations^:
.and: less- a matter of satisfying basic human drives«. \ This 
practice results, in psychological data that is more amenable 
to scientific handling0 If Veblen'had devoted more effort 
in analyzing his concept; of economic' status and the economic 
attitudes that are associated with class behaviorhe would 
have been saved, much of the criticism that has been levelled 
at his winstinct psychology^;® • - Cultural situations such as 
these can be handled- more objectively than the human in-' 
stinctsg but Veblen seemed,.unable to divest himself -of Ms 
deop interest in the role of instincts in human behavior» 
Instead of ;attemptingxa::: statistical ahalysis - of human be- . 
havidTj,- tTeblen was contented, in - speculative generalization. 
His observations were not adequately backed up by inductive 
study o 111 this does hot mean that everything said by Veb
len in -explanation of capitalism .is. -wrongo:; It does not mean

I, AllsEH57H?ruehy> Modern Economic Thought (lew 
lorkf•'Pfentice-Hallj, inCi.y' 19477s p, 1287 ; . ; . ■ ■ . \



that the psychology he used is entirely incorrect« This 
criticism of his psychological approach is made only to show 
that he probably could have interpreted economic behavior 1  

more accurately had he ahahdoned his emphasis on ihstincts 
and followed the more recent Innovations in the field of 
psychology. . r  v . v , I ' v
: . , Many authors criticize Vehlen on the count that he ; .
didni t make clear just what.he expected to happen in the 
future i, He mentionedmore • in the way of speeulation than 
prediction^ that the . engineers of the technical experts V;
;wOuld have: a larger share in the management of industry in 
the futureo- Veblen1s writing Is an excellent example of acat 
demic aloofness to practical policyHe didnv t outline .. 
steps to he followed in. changing our economic system to some
thing more desirable<> • -It was his conylction that "the insti
tutions allowing the captains of"business to drain off a 
greater share of the surplus product than the working class 
•were ^imbecile institutions 1 ’ and would someday deepen the 
line between -these two classes to such an extent that the 
business leaders •would, have to,-make some concessions In or-. 
der to preserve at least part of their ill-gotten gains. "
He outlined several different courses of action that could 
"possibly folio?:3 but he certainly did not predict with the : 
confidence of a syndicate columnist. / i 
. : A very valid criticism that can be levelled at Veblen
is his failure to clarify the relations of 51 institutional • - V



economics” to what he calls - ,!equilibrlum” or ^orthodox ecp- 
nomicSo” It seems evident that Vehlen4 s scheme of economic 
analysis does not epnstitnte . the rwhole of 'econoiQicŝ  / The , 
problems/ treated by orthodox theory are . genuine . problems $, 
and the two sets of discussions Should be put -into - such form 
that eyeî rone can s©o how . they supplement each other 0 In. 
Yeblenfs analysis of the cultural Incidence of the various . 
institutions^ he takes for granted the knowledge of how 
-prices are 'fixedj, of the bearing of prices upon the distri
bution of income p and- the. many explanations accomplished by 
the orthodox economists« In that every institution has an 
implicit logic of its oMj, it is just as important to know; f 
what that logic is •as it - is to know how the institution came 
into; beings-and what' it is; beCPmihg», Yebleny by failing to - 
clarify his position" in relation.-: to the older type of eco- 
nomin theory; has led many of his:readers to believe he com
pletely discredits that type Of theory"» It is probably this 
fact alone that has prevented his type of work from gaining 
a much'.greater: following. . V:: •. y-

In cphsideratloh of -the importahce of Veblen1 s contri
butions .there' Is little agreement among the present day 
economists o ;.Spme believe his critical attack upon the . 
established systems of theory is the most important .phase-; 
of his work, his idea that economic life -is part of an 
evolutionary: process; and that the function of economic • ■
theory is to throw light; upon the process has been widely



\ accepted by many of the younger . generation economists» Of 
:course^ it cannotbe said that Veblen is the originator of : -
. this ideao for the: historical writers and Karl'Earx were ,
. concerned with this approach before Veblen was borne His 
value here is dhe to his repopulari.zation of the evolu- 

■ tionary ' concept,, and the. fact that he gave it amore sub- 
sbantfa1'foundation« Some economists believe that his his- 

. torical treatment.of institutions,constitutes the'most sig- 
;tlifleant part of his theorizing, while others give precedence 
/ to his \ analysis of 'the. present-day economic institutions 
Still others praise him most for his introduction of■realis-- 
tie psychology into economics. .Of all these contributions, 
Veblen1s. chief influence stems from his idea’ that economic :. . 
life- must be studied from the point of view of process/and 

. not of normality o From' this idea of process, Veblen stres- 
sed the importance of realistic study of Institutions.and a 
realistic view of; human, natureo More than any other/ man he 
has committed himself to" the achievement of -this goal,. His 
intense interest in a realistic explanation of ecohomic be- . 
havior has stimuiated some; of the •best scientific: work of 
the present century. More and-more economists are engaging 
in exclusively describing and interpreting facts, and the. 
related result of this trend is that Marshall8s "competl- .'
1 1 ve"normality88 is in danger, of becoming obsolete through ' - 
’ disuse', ; ; J :;
;. It can be safeiy cohcluded that Veblen did not succeed ;



in 'solving all the problems that confront an economist,.\ nor , 
even all the problems that he set for himself0 Perhaps his 
■greatest.mistake was his attempt to play such a heroic role 
in the saga of the social sciehceso\:: Despite his many fail— 
ures and shortcomingŝ , the world has profited from the' acute
ness and originality of his mind. The very least that can 
be said for him is that his" workhas been much more construc
tive than - destructive: in the-, field of economic science , f



CHAPTER V

' ■: ;jQHI Ro CClMOjIS? . COLLECTIVE. ECONOMICS - -

 ̂ m s  Life - .  v

John R„ Commons was "born in HollandslDurĝ  Ohio^on Oc
tober 13> 4L8;62=' ;.He was;: the son of a- Quaker fat her j,: who :-;;- 
deveioped a diseursive interest.in the world, at -largê  and 
in later'life drifted away from the Quaker■assemblyo Com
mons* mother was from a Presbyterian family from Vermont =
She was a"graduate of ObeAin College and entertained the 

. .wish of making her eldest ' sqn̂  JoMp iafminister-1- With this 
ambition in mind she sent John to Oberlin when he was twenty, 
followingthe next -year • with her two younger children^ .taking 
boarders to pay-for their education. Because Of his father!s 
.inability to successfnily pursue a business venture of any 
type5 Commons- was brought' into contact with the realities of 
life at an early age c: Cqmmbhs and: his .younger, brother sup
plemented 'the family income by setting type during term- 1  

times : and during vacations.. This added burden̂ , along: with v 
his heavy schedule of studies^ caused Commons to suffer a . • 
nervous breakdown'-. Due to this misfortune ;lt took him six .. 
years to graduate from. Oberlin= His record at: Oberlin was 
poor> but he had won the confidence of his- teachers by his ; - 
perseverance^. ■ ' _ : : ; ; ■



A: .thousand dollar loan from two Oberlin Trustees en
abled Commons to attend Johns Hopkins8 graduate school«,
There he came mder' the- influence of lichard T. Ely  ̂a dis
senter: to orthodox economics: and an exponent of a more 
.realistic and inductive approach to economics, John Fh 
Commons^ being a compound of skepticism and curiosity5 found 
that Ely8 s type of work.had a;deep appeal for him. \Under 
Ely8 s tutelage- he pursued the .study of this new political 
economy wifh enthusiasm and vigor= Eailure in-a history 
examination'denied a: third-year fellowship to Commons/ and 
as a result he never received" a Doctor is. degree. ; 1
- .... Undaunted by this turn of events» Commons secured an 

Instfuctofship at Wesleyan Universityj, where he failed. 
miserably; as a college. instructor. Undismayed by this fail-, 
ufeg. Commons talked his way into a teaching position .at: 
Oberlin and put into practice a different way of teaching 
that h^ beld to.for the rest of his academic careerHis 
new method was to use whatever he- happened to be investi- 
gat.inglas:inaterial for M s  classes. and to. disregard the 
idea of logical sequence in the course of lectures o:.

After three years at Oberlin^ Commons passed on to 
Syracuse for four more <, ' At Syracuse he taught a long list 
of sub jects. ranging from anthropology to political economy 
It was during this foUf year/period that Commons worked- 
out his theory of sovereignty. A series, of articles deal
ing with this, sub ject contained numerous generalizations '



concerning the state's part In curbing the abuses of econom
ic power which flowed from private property accumulations = 
The general tone of Commons* works was highly disturbing to 
the busihess interests froa which ‘Syracuse., derived a greater 
part of its. financial ■support 0 . As a result the chair of 
sociology which he occupied was:abolished and Commons was 
gently eased from his:academic; position. ■ lever again was 
a university position sought by Commons. If;it had not ' 
beeh for the invitation : extended him: in 1904 by Richard T.. 
Ely to join the faculty at Wisconsin Universitys he probab
ly would never have returned to university life» -p

The period from'1899 through 1903; was called by Com
mons his ?JFive Big -years.8’ .During this time; he was given 
the oppbrtunity;to Satisfy his craving for. firsthand'in- 
Vestigatlonsf and at the same time to provide for his fami- 
ly o. . His first job..with George H. Shibley s was tb con- : ■ ; 
/struct a price index to trace the .movement of wholesale . 
prices. With the decline in prices it was thought this 
price / index •publication' would make good campaign material- v * 
for Bryan and bimetallism. The decline in prices ended in 
August and prices began to- rise in/September of 1900. With 
this price movement. Commons again moved to the ranks of . '
the unemployed .• This period of idieness endured but for . / 
a short time. The United States Industrial Commission : .

;.•■■■ - I.John R. Commons. /Myself (New forkr The. Macmillan -;: Cbmpinŷ  .1934)4';:P- ;65. /p. ; ^ : / /■■■■/ ' / - .



hired, him 'to ..help .iihish .an immigration report0 In this work 
he travelled widely and met a variety of laborers' and labor - 
leaders =: It also brought him into a close assbeiation with I
.Marxian -s.ocialistso When the report was finished Commbns 
was employed by the National Civic. Federationto help in 
the promotion of reduction of industrial strife through the 
: popularization of conciliatory methods „ In 1903s, the. De
partment of Labor gavehim four helpers to make an investi
gation of the restrictions and regulations of output by •
■ capital end laborb . ihis was the last job he held before 
Richard To Ely brought him to. the University of"Wisconsin 1

. Commons galued- much valuable-experience during his ■
\ "Five Big Xears oj : Being in; close -contact with the reali
ties of the economic world5 he identified the persisting 
situation;of conflicting economic interests» He also recog
nized the important, place, of Voluntary/collective action . f 
in the solution of/problems arising from this .conflict of 
interests <> From his'work in. the indust rial-labor field he :
; became of the mind that capitalism could be made to workP • 
-and; Was hot a doomed complex Of economic.institutions„ as 
yeblen had thoughto Commons went to the University of 
Wisconsin . well grounded in actual experience in the eco-. 
.nomie realities of his. day and with an optimistic outlook < 
vtbward . the"' fu - ■ a" •■; .’f --v ' f

. At Wisconsin,, Commons re adopted his classroom policy



of malting investigations and his own experiences the topical 
matter of discussion =, - He also trained graduate" students 
year after year by making them participate in his investi
gations » A Documentary History of American Industrial So- ' 
ciety y in eleven volumes? is one of the direct resuits of 
his academic pro gram of instruction, ;

•:Wile at Wisconsiny Professor Commons aided Governor. 
^LaFollette ("Old Bob,") in.experimenting with social leg!s-■ 
iation» like.the Wisconsin "progressivesCommons wanted 
"to save capitalism hy making it goodo ' A brief summary ■ •
of his legislative work is as. follows»

...lo.’; Civil Service law in 190^-190$, ; I-;
2». Aided in the extension of public utility regula

tion into municipal and inter-urban fields.
. -3d Promoted a small-loan, law authorizing Interest • ;
' : at 3a percent a month= (Served two years as

. , one of the commissioners = ) - - ; . ;
Id Wiscbhsin Unemployment Reserves Act of 1932» -
In addition to this work Cbnmions shared in the Hat ion al 

- Civic Federation * s study of municipal ownership in the 
United States and Great Britain^ in the Pittsburgh Survey • 
of 1906o in the United States Industrial Relations Commis- 
sion of 1913-1915j, and in the Pittsburgh-plus case of 1923« 
/Along-with, these activities he had written Six volumes 
dealing with various .aspects of industrial problems , numer
ous papers.in'technical journals> and a learned.treatise

v"A" Id John Ro' Commons ̂ Ibld>,s' p 0 1 3̂» . a =■ V ' " >
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on Legal Foundations ofCapitalismv His Legal Foundations > 
of Capitalism Is a genatie study of the role of the courts 
and the law In determining the course•of economic activity»:
;Commons takess as a; starting points the study of actual 
cultural relations 2 the ^working-rules5* , of the economic • v 
' order.o. Legal transactions are of special significance^ and- - 
it.is to them that Commons devotes his institutional analy-. 
siso - This treatise placed Commons in the category of eco
nomists known as 55institutl6halists »:55 ; r.;. ; • .
• In 19345 the year he retired from active service at the 
Uhiversity ■ of Wisconsin^ Commons published his Institu-' '
. tlonai Economics . - It was his purpose in this treatise 5!to 
clarify- the - relations of institutionai ecbhomic s - to 
orthodox' econOmlcs'o'5̂  v He felt this type of theory could 
be reconciled^ with-■ the theories of the past two hundred .
'• years f Commohs 5 treatise not :only extended - his previous - 
- analysis^ of/the'Capitalistic system s but -also inquired :' : 
into the approach and psychological and philosophical 
efoundations of the institutional theory s' ;

■ from.ithe year 1-934 until his death on Ms.y 1I» 1945s
i Commons remained- in retirementV Had his health been bet-: 
ters the world would have' been the, recipient - of-a. greater 
volume, of his constructive work. . In his autobiography- 
Myselfj he grieved because he no longer had the- stamina .

■ - -1. : Wesley:- Ĉ  MitOhellf The Backward Art of Spending
, Money (Mew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co^193#,. 336. - : ;
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tq study more than an hour or two at a. time. : Meyertheless>' ' 
the world is thankful for what it' received from Commons» and 
is hopeful that the United States will- produce more"scholars
bf - his ■ quality; \ "I/: ; / ■v :; " ' - -■ / , ' r ■' ,V: ;:

Commons? - Pragmatic Approach to Economic Problems ■:

Much akin to.John Dewey$s pragmatic - approach..which is ■ 
based on- a :functional view of Intellectual aOtlylty> is • 
Commons8 general position that economic study should be less 
% pur ̂" and mo re !! functional55 in approach. Economic research - 
in the early period of the: deyelopment of economics - was de- . 
:signed to establish the first. principles of the s c i e n c e . 
Ihe .'economists tended to seek truth for its own sake and. 
deductive techniques were given most attention. ' Commons '. ;h 
believed that, since.the first principles of the science-had 
been 'worked owty constructive research^ invoiving an em- p 
.pha.sis. On the inductive methods should be substituted for 
academic research. Commons asserts that the significance 
of the pragmatic approach lies in .thelf act, that it . ignores 
that called; ultimate truthp and relies upon the existing 
state of knowledge, within a scientific field„ As the state 
of knowledge is improved^"pragmatic truths are improved and 
expanded. Thus the pragmatist is concerned With truths. that • 
are,relative rather than absolute.. : - :; . ',1. - 1 '.
; This empirical, psychology^ contends ̂ Commonŝ  is large
ly a reaction against :the atomistic psyehoiogy 'introduced i



into Englisli scientific thinking by John ho eke 0 In this psy
chological yieW the'mind Is a mere mechanism^ "a passive : 
receptacle of ileasy" for Locke believed that ideas.were 
merely copies or reflections of the countless objects exist
ing in .the o.utside- .worldo He thought the mind1 s .chief task 
was to place'order among the many ideas reflected;from the . 
omtsideVworldo" ..Thuss logic became highly important? and 

' deductive analysis became the primary concern of.writers • :'
' down to the end of the nineteenth century« Commons? view 
differs from this-in-that he regarded the, mind as a creative 
ragency which does more than reflect the external world of 
experience.  He emphasizes .two characteristics of the think
ing process that set off his‘ psychology from that of Locke6 s« 
The flrst ̂he callS; willingness y h.People inhabit the ex
ternal world with the view to achieving .certain desired con— • 
sequences. The whole thinking process is carried on in the - 
light Of human aims or purposess■ and ideas become tools which 
aid in the struggle to.. adjush themselves toethelr venvlronmen-t 
The second.characteflstie of the thinking process is the 
emphasis the'mind places: on the future= The mind looks ■ 
towards the future in which expected consequences are to 
be enjoyed. ::The mind then is not only manipulativeP but is\ 
also futuristic.. Ideas become plans of action and thought 
bears a defihite relatloh to future action <>; '

. I,. John R6 Commons ̂ ' Instltutibnal Economics (Hew 
fork? The Macmillan Company, 1934-') j>~P= 160 - • ; i .



; The psychology of Locke led to static^ deductive analy-
rSiSj because the mind8s- chief task is 'to place order among ■; 
the many ideas reflected from the outside world* In this . 
viewg logic becomes highly important and deductive analysis 
is the primary' concern of the ' thinker .. . According to Com- : 
itdns5 pragmatic psychology^ the main concern of the mind;is 
.■with. the creation of useful knowledge, which results from ' 
the mind continuously coming;in contact with external reali^

: ties* is a result of this view more .emphasis is 'placed; oh; 
inductive- analysis and a great. part of the deductive bias 
of the earlier' writers is done- away with* Due tb this dis- 
agreementy Commons freed himself from the subjectivism of 
' the orthodox economists^ althbugh he did not dispense, with 
the.general body of orthodox•economic doctrine * h y , t  ̂

‘ f' The'pragmatic psychology of Commons is important also 
in: relation to his theory of human/ motivation* . He /points. //. 
out that from earliest times men have been surrounded by a 

/ wall' of ,!custom^ and habits which has effectively limited 
the • direction of their activities *s?- Men do not-begin life 
as -isolated individuals^ like the highly rational beings 
who were supposed' to inhabit .Lockets'"original state of . 
nature*" Men:begin life in a community. where :there; are / /- 
-established - customs or institutions and in this -environ
ment / "continue - as"/members of concerns: already going * so ;./: ; /

/-; - 1*..; Allan - Go Gruchyc, - Modem Economic Thought (New. : /
: lofki Pr.entice-Hall̂  Inc *> 1947) ̂ p* '161* - //;-/: / _ // . ' .-/



: -that conformitjr to repeated and duplicated practices— which 
. is all thatis meant by going concerns— is the only way to 

obtain life^ liberty5- and property with eases safety^ and. '̂
- ■ COhsentv? The most; slghifleant characteristic .of1 human
conduct is its tendency to take on the form "of habitual ac
tion = "The principle of self-interest in human motivation : • v 

• is not dispensed .with in Commons/ theory of human,.motiva- ;:
" tiorip but Is; merely placed in ■ a secondary posltloh. : " .

ioiother basic: proposition underlying Commons' theory . ' ■
. bf human motivation is that behavior.is basically a social • 

phenomenon« The habits of the individual: ares, for the most 
parts, merely reflections of the dominating social patterns 

. : of conduct. Although this is trues it cannot be.assumed • :
, : that; an individual never■thinks and acts independently= Be-
. ; : cause the mind has creative powers^ it can selec.t..between,

different stimuli influencing i t - The fUndamental drive in 
man is to seek securityj, and when customary behavior no . •' 
longer satisfies that demand he:is compelled to deyelpp new

■ ways :of behaving». In tliis sltuation mental activity has a ■ . ■
h dynamic role. After the adjustments have been made and the .
. institution firmly established̂ , thinking again assumes a
- minor role in life, : u - " v':: :

:; Common sal so advanced the proposition that institu- :
■ : : tions are sub ject to an evolutibnafy process^ but that this

:'h : : I, John -.Ro . Commbnŝ . Institutional Economics ( H e w , :
' - Ibfk%: The:Macmillan Company ̂ 19341s P-» 45 <, '"11; ; ; ' I ’ 1' p p.- -



is • not a "blind evolution„ Social habits or institutions are 
subject to .m The- primary -force caus
ing. changes: in institutions is »changing economic • conditions „ 

; ■ Econosic: change :sets the stage for the development of new 
cus toms.and through the principle of willingness %\the human 
will injects itself into the evolutionary, process :by adopt- 
ing new institutions . ■- It is through the exercise of human - 
volition that there is: economic progressv v ; . • : ,
; ; After there has been a. change in institutions«, there 
arises a" conflict of interests« Every institution benefits 

: some individuals and penalizes/ at least to some extent5,. ,
others. It Is through this agent of conflict that Commons 
sees that institutiohs can be developed̂ ; altered^ or im- 
proved. The state;becomes the agent that settles the dis- i 
putes.that arise oyer conflicting interests. It establishes ' 
a- harmony of interests between the opposing parties <, or at :

■ - least establishes the order necessary for cooperation, v. ;.
/"x Commons® •-optimism lies in the fact that although there :are ":;• 

many economic" classes striving to direct the decisions of 
the state in their favor^ a time will come when • eyery class 
has ' a proportionate - stake" in the whole social system. When 
such a situation is realizedp there will result a solidarity. 
.of interests which will find :expression in the desire of alt" 
classes to keep the going concern called society in con
tinuous operation. " f:: " "v

Also closely allied -with Commons® pragmatic approach .z
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and his theory of hman riotivatdqii is his theory of ecbnomid 
planning» He entertained the belief that the economy would 

. ̂ function most efficiently and with a minimum of conflict
if the best practices'jpf business and industry were to be ob- ■
Rectified in the law bpoks of the state and federal govern- •

% %ents„ This sort of action he calls "artificial selection^ 
as opposed, to "natural selectioni$o 1 1 1  those practices which 
are accepted by the maidrity of the people under any speci- 
fic Situation should be given the force of law by legisia- ; ■
ture0 Thisvwotild result ih a greater solidarity of interests, 
and would enable the economy to work more smoothly. The dura
tion of these laws" would' be {'limited, for as soon as it becomes ,
evident that they are ho lohger serving the interests of the 
majority of the .people the laws" would have to be' replaced0 : :V
These laws: are not in the hature oi absolute truths or ulti
mate principles^ such as" were' formulated- by the orthodox . .. -
economists,' but are . pragmatic truths which are relative to 

. particular situations„- Unlike Veblen, Commons seems to place • c 
ivhis confidence in the ability of the people to make rational
decisions and to become, their own savioro Hence we can see
why Commons entertains an optimistic outlook toward the
future,; How well: grounded this view is depends on whether 'V;
Commons? idealistic, pragmatic laws are ever realized,: • \

Commons8 Units of Economic investigation’

1" Before^writing his'"treatise on Institutional Economics, . ;



Commons had fifty years; of experience in the practical af- 
fairs of,economic life, From his participation in collective. 
hargainlngg lahor arhitration and. commercial arbitration^ 
ana. his study Of the decisions of the Supreme Court, he. came_ .
. to- three conclusions» The first was: thatp due to the scar
city of.godas that give rise to private property; there ; 
exists conflicting interest of ownership. Ownership in the . ; : 
sense that it is used by Commons ineludes" not only;the owner
ship of materials or commodities^ but also ownership of ex- V 
pected opportunities nto make'.a .profit by withholding supply 
until;>the. price is{ persuasively or coercively agreed" upon." 
This: latter type of ownership is •called' the ownership of - ' :- 
■t intangible?! .property . The second conclusion Commons drew - - 
from his experience was that the relation of man to man is one 
• of interdependence as 'well as conflict. .His third conclu
sion; was; that man la-continually, seeking to gain control of ' 
those .strategic factors which will 'enable him to avoid the ■ 
insecurity of• the future» This expectation of security . , •\
Comtoona'Called - brdero •. ' . -■ v •: . ... ■ " V

Thus, in seeking to find a basic unit of investigation 
that would include the three •constituents of conflict, de
pendence, and orderCommons discovered they were combined : 
in a-formula called a transaction, ' His idea of a .transaction 
was not- n physical: exchange of comiodities, but a transfer

;: -lo John-Ro Commons, Ibldo, Po 5 : t -■
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. ~ ’ : of the : fights, of ::£uture! owierslalp- of , phy sical things»: Com- ; '
> ' • mons5 joy over establlshinga transaction as the basic unit .
• : i of economic investigation stems from the fact'that he shows :

an economic relation of man to man that includes the idea "of: '
cohflict of Interests and ownerships : It was his contentioh- v 
that classlcaf ecohomic, theory whs based oh the •t’relations. ■ ;

• ' of man to’ nature51 arid "had no conflict of interests in :its f.
• , units of investigation̂ , since its units were commodities •r:

: • • - - /and-individuals"/With, ownership omittedonA Commons believed ..
f that in adoptirig a:frhnsactiori as his basic unit of inves- - 

; t tigatlbri." he was including some importhnt factors that had
s , been omitted by the classical economists»
> . ’ In Commons5. analysis of transactions^ he is concerned
/ :;■ i;, ; with three types of transactions rwhlch he . distinguishes. as : - '
; bargaining^ managerial^ and. rationing transactions o Bar- : -'

■ ' \ ' gaining trarisactions transfer wealtin-'ownership by voluntary
agreement betweeh legal equalsfn this type of a transac- 

. tion5 there are never'just two-parties exchanging goods; ■'
■ always in the background influencing the bargain isa second .
/ ■ . potential buyer^ a second- potential seller̂ , and a ruling • t -:

authority ready to decide disputes. : Managerial transaetions ' ; 
j have as their purpose the creation of wealth and involve vv-f:

V three parties: a legal superior: giving orders to a legal :: ‘
. t , inferior— such as a foreman giving orders to. a worker—  ; *•- ' 7; f :;
; . and. a controlling authority, in the background0 ’ Rationing

r y 7- iohn By Commons,' Ibid., p. 57 • ; . ■ V '■ f ; .



transactions have as their purpose the apportionment of the-' 
burdens hhd: b'enefits.j,. and." three parties are included in this 
type of ■transaction; a superior-^an inferior^ and a control
lings authority o In this ' case the superior ■ is a: collective -f;- 
body^ or its official.spokesman? prorating burdens or bene- 
fits among inferiors» An example of a rationing transaction. .
would be a legislatiye body apportioning taxes among the 
several. statesg or a corporation declaring a dividend, - ;
•These three transactions or units pf activity "exhaust all . : ;
: the activities of the Science hf eConoitiics if i " : .

The three types of transactions j, namely^' bargaininĝ ,
■ rationing; and managerial transactions are'brought together 
;ln a larger unit Of economic investigation■which is called - 
.a going concerno A golng concern ;-is an organization such 
as a corporation^ a trade union5 or.. the state itselfthat 

- -particlpates in these three" types of transactions with the 
expectation; of beneficial results » • These organizationss or. p 
going concerns j, are characterized by working rules^ dr cus- 
tomary standards of action, and are called, institutions by 
Commons = The universal principle common to all institutions 
is cpilective action, so Commons defines an ihstitution as ■ 
"collective action in control of individual action."^ The 
institutions which"develop out of the flow of transactions 
may- take the form "of unorganized customs or of organized

=”=*"lE~o Johh. R. Commons, IMd ?, p»- 6 8 ' : : ' :
::2o John R, Commons ,. Ibid „5p =,



going concerns,Whether it is unorganized customs or going 
concerns that:are analyzed^ the , significant fact,is :that :
when transaotions come together to create institutions, they 
Subordinate individual behavior to some kind of collective 
behavior. Thus the basic investigational unit- develops an 
economics whichf Is not only transactional but also collec- : 
tive and institutional. ; :
1 'Collective action, that is so much a characteristic of 
institutions, acts as a prohibitor of certain.acts, such-as 
/interference, infringement, etc. In relation to individual . 
behavioif collective action tells .a. person what he can or 
cannot / do, what ' he must Or must not do,' and what he may' Or 
,may not . do .; An 'example Of an ■ Ins titution that dictates the 
■mahner- in which man .behaves is the credit system. A busi
ness man who refuses,.or is not able to make use of the 
modern customs of the credit system, by refusing to accept 
checks/ on solvent; •banks customary tender as /compared, with 
legal tender will not.be able to continue in business be
cause he can no/ longer carry on transactions. This fs but 
' one of many .mandatory; customs, or working rules, tha t. are 
actively directing' the vbehaylor :of man. /: ;:■■ . . : //.r /
. Another universal principle that characterizes'Insti
tutions' 1  s. the fact that they are not - enduring, but'are.con-, 
tinually changingV When an ihstitution no longer serves 
the purpose for which it1 was erected, men think and act 
rationally. They put into/play their ability to think •
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•, " X-; and. act rationally^ and. in; doing so adjust the existing .
:y:3; ; Xinstitution:"tOvmeet the.new situation^ or ahandon it for a"; ;

- better institution0 . With the coming- of a new Institution is' 
X the accompanying conflict of interests. When disputes' arise 

the colleetive .body or its spokesmen endeavor to give the . X 
. . institution precision„ or a legal status«, .An example of ,

X this is a court-of-law settling a dispute, - The court's. de=t
-XX ■: X cision becomes a precedent—-a working rule— -for the time -

’ being. It .invokes the . element of order- into the condition 
: 't'of conflicting, interests = This order controls the eon- .

• . . fliets among the individuals and - sets the pattern of acti-'
;X . ” vity in that certain field which will be folloxved in the ' i'

■ immediate future. It enables men to cooperate in their job .
of making a living by enforcing the organized cooperation

: , X' " ’X that: is rindispensableXto--.efficiencyo- ' .: i
Collective action is„ then, more than control of indi- ' 

vidual action, according to Commons tv"It also liberates 
. ;X:individual action from coercion^ duress > unfair competi—

. tion^ or .discrimination by means of restraints placed bn - 
. other Individuals X In addition to liberation and: restrainty ■ 

' 'collective action - expands the will' of the individual far ' ,
. . . beyond what he can do hy his own puny acts. A Supreme X 'X

; X : ; Court judge can make a • decision which will execut e his will. X
: • V in every state in the nation. Thus : an institution is c: ' X
. X: r "Collective action in restraint^ liberationand expansion . X
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of rlndividual action. , ' v: \ / - : : '' ; ':;;

• . " : .. Commons11 Five Explanatory Principles . 4

;,v In studying economic transactions and going concerns .
ComMons enlists tne aid of five "principles of explanation,^
. Tliese five principles; which 'limits condition̂ , and direct the ; 
maze of transactions making up the capitalistic system are 
recognlzed as "efficiency>?! "scardty 9 working ruless"
^tsoverelgntyy" and "futurity«n These principles are inter- 
dependent^ -and̂  although for purposes of scientific analysis : 
they can be handled separately^ together they represent an. ' 
explanation of the modern business system. ; ■ -

The principle of "efficiency" is considered in connec
tion with t^s technological.or engineering aspect, of busi
ness V The ' chief • concern of the engineer is maximizing pro- 
.duetion.;: ■Basically this "means increasing per man-hour ; . • : \
productlonj increasing man5 s power over nature. The only :
service that is recognized by the engineer in managing his 
plaht-is increasing the abundance of goods in the most effi- \
. clent manner. Although the engineer is interested in mechani
cal efficiency and the most efficient use: of his laboring 
inferiors he .cannot divorce: himself from the use of the 
dollar as a measuring unit. His.task also includes mini
mizing the costs of production^ but unlike the captain of " '

obn:; Rffommons „' Ibid*̂ .̂' 730; . : - g . : . .
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business ' lie has no interest in creating /an artificial scar- .
City-to enhance the valuO of his end product. The transac- - :

... tions that are studied in connection - with the technological: 
side of business fall, into;a.pattern of command-and obedience.- l 
For this ".reason these transactions are called "managerial 
transactions, ?V  Transactions of this type are not concerned 
with restricting output^ improying scarcity values by with- y

: holding supply5 or performing services by refusing to pro- / :. no
duce„ Ownership and the transfer of goods are of no concern' 
to th® engineer. . .. . I - . y "  - f::
. . The principle of "scarcity"takesthe economist from .
the technological aspect of business to the pecuniary aspect 

-:...of business o Whereas in the :engineering economy production;; .
' was the creation of usê valuesj, in the pecuniary;economy 1 '
production is the creation of scarcity-yalues = On the busi
ness side of industry scarcity replaces efficiency^ owner
ship is more important than production^- and restricting out- t

• put is more significant than increasing output. - The captain ;
. of bueihesS' is7 primarily interested in the rate of income : 
relative to the rate of Outgo in- terms of dollars„ The most ;

- important criterion by wh.ich to measure, business efficiencyf •
- IS the dollar „ whereas in the ■engineering or -technological - . -
' side of the "firm the man-hour was the most important .measure - : :-;S.
-of efficiency« The unit of investigation in this connec
tion is the "bargaining transaction", where a man to man 1  -
'relation is dealt withy whereas in the technological ■aspect



of business the man to nature problem was .dealt" with: by: a : ;< 
study of !,managerial trahsactions =,! Thus as an ecphomy moves 
from one of use-values to one of scarcity-values the econo
mists . must shift their Interest" from "managerial transac
tions" to "bargaining transactions, 11 _ '
; . The principle, ox "working-rules"' is. a , consideration of ,
the etistomaiy ways of ' carrying- bn business o . All individuals 
participating : in the cbntest of making a living are compel- 
led to adjust themselves to the large variety of/working rule 
that tend to govern the economic activity In; a; nation. - If 
they fail to conform to these patterns of behavior they will . 
be unable to make a; living in any of the .generally - accepted 
ways. As a general rule there are few Objections, to the 
customaiy ways of doing business for people are born.into a 
world -of : customary transactions and find little reason to *
:resent•or reject the inherent compulsion in these customary 
modes of‘behavior. i t-."

The principle of "working- rules" is really the founda
tion of 'Commons' eebnomic analysis for it is:on this basis 
that he erects ' his realistic analysis of - thelmbdernicapital-;: 
istic.system^ It is this principle that leads him to inquire 
into the concrete patterns of production, exchange, and con
sumption behavibf, -and to avoid excessively abstract Inter
pretations of human conduct. Commons was quick to catch the > 
significance of customaiy behavior, in economic life and 
realized that in looking' at the economy from a realistic



point.'of View t tendency for economic affairs to fall'into 
patterns of customary behavior is a fact- of prime Importance.

In facing the problem of explaining the operation of a 
dynamic economy Commons recognized "that the legislative and 
judicial branches of the government •played a significant .role 
-in the complex of economic transactions„ The state by exer
cising It s s over el gn powe r to authorize.̂  prohibit s andregu- 
; late, the use of physical force in human,affairs becomes a 1 1  

party to each of the three transactlohs „ In the bafgaining 
and managerial transactions the state stands ready, to enforce,, 
the claims and to require 'the performance: ofvthe-duties thatf 
arise from these transactions. Commons recognizes that'there 
is no automatic 'settlement of the transactions: between buyers 
and - sellers' as the equilibrium economists. assumed = • He says 
that transactional disputes have always existed and especial
ly so since the nineteenth century competitive economy has - 
been replaced by large-scale enterprise and corporate Or
ganization of busIness activity» In addition to the part ■ 
played by "sovereignty" in the bargaining and managerial - 
' transactions- the state actively participates in rationing. /: 
transactions'a. For example" the state, distributes the tax 
burden among the individuals and the corporate entities^ 
distributes benefits' by paying;subsidies'̂  .and by its regula- 
tlon'Of business.̂  in a ve^ real sensey rations cohstitu- 
tional rights» Because of the state?s participation in 
rationing tfansactiohs "Commons is able to show how law"and



economics is coordinated» The individual's expectations ; 
about future production or consumption is very much depen- ■ 
dent on his expectatibn of how the state is going to exercise, 
its regulatory powers which - in turn may or may not give ' ' t 
rise to the anticipated produbttbh. br' ccmsumption» This is 
: what, is referred to as the functional relationship between . 
economic end legal activity^

Commons fifth explanatory f principle $ futurity5 is con
cerned with the present values of expected production and 
; consumption o The:future expectations are being continuously 
, revealed in existing market prices^ capital values^ and ;
money or debt markets» An illustration of this principle can 
readily be made': by -observing the activities on the commodity- 
exchange markets» If a broker hpldlUg future contracts for . 
wheat learns that the yield is going to be much smaller than 
anticipated̂ , he immediately holds out for a much higher f
pricec The expected wheat yield is reflected in higher . 
prices for future contractSc Valuation.processes such as . •
.this; can also be easily; seen; on the stock-exchanges; and:' the 
bond market . "
. In further explaining the five, explanatory- principles; 

dommons’stresses their interdependence„ "If.efficiency - ‘
increases^ then scarcity diminishes^ a variation of working. ; 
rules-, occurSp as well as of expectations of the future„ ;
and perhaps of the., use of sovereignty, 11 Combining these. ■

I, John R 0 Commons, Ibid.j, p= 728.



: f lire principles (or as Commons ‘sometimes' describes; them: : ;
: ??part"principles$i-) there 'results a whole principle called 
"willingness.*" . As a concept willingness is the complex at- ''
tributes of. all- human beings. As a principle It Is the ex- : 
pected repetition^ with some variability^ of. all.human acting 
and economic transacting <> This total concept of willingri.es s .

;■ shows Commons8 attempt to illustrate the functional rela
tionship be tween, the ■'parts and the whole of an economic Sys- .: 
temo A change in any one of the functional partsp ei go a- : 
efficlencyg is a :change in the'Whole of willingness^ This 
process of functional'relations aiso correlates with Commonsf 
proposition -that the only normal aspect of an ‘economy is that-. 
it is continually subject; to change from all sides. He con- .. 
tends that- the general features of an economy do not :stay 
fixed, but are continually; changing«, Thus the automatic 
equilibrium^ which seemed . to possess the quality of per- ;: ' 
manence to. the nineteenth ■century economists^ has disap- i ,
peared and in place ' of it has arisen disequilibrium/' and 

;; then planned equilibrium« An- attempt to use neo-classical 
economic theory exclusively in: analysing .the capitalistic r 
system would be as futile as attempting to boil water with- 
:out :-a!fi;re« v ’; - ' ̂  : ,f r ' ;i;'

: - • Commons * Contributlbns to. Institutional Economics

■ Ohe of the chief services rendered by Commons in his - - 
treatise • on Institutional - Economics was. to clarify" the ; ' :



/r̂ i!a1;ionSv pf’̂Institutioii^ 'ecdnomics-'-t̂ ViiTlaat-/for -lacik:' of a : : . 
better berm is called "orthodox economics0" He stated that . 
the problem.-.was not one of ereating' a different kind of eco- : 
nomlcs divorced from preceding schoolsj, ’’but how to give 
collective, action—=-its due place - throughout economic theory I” 
Commous believed that for a full understanding of ecbnomic 
behavior, more than one; theoretical sy'stem is necessary o The 
theoretical - system of the •equliibrium economists is helpful 
in arriving at a partial , understanding of economic b.ehavior̂  ; . 
but It falls short of providing a full̂ , rounded-out explana
tion of:economic activityo -Commons found it necessary to 
build a new system of analysis alongside the old. It.was im
possible for him- to. merely extend ..the theoretical system to 
the earlier economists because his - basi#- assWptibhs were .f- 
at yariance with theolder-. system. - To Open the door to a 
more realistic study of economic behavior Commons -erected a 
new framework of analysis based onhis very different pre- . f f: 
; conceptions. This he believed to be the solution to 'the 
prpblem of gaining an' adequate explanation of the existing ;
- econbmlc Order. . a - ■ - : ; ' ' , - 1
: . Commonsi largest contribution to institutional economics
c oncernS the collective action exerted by the courts over ■ 0 / 1  

individual action. This is a field that Vebien left un
touched. The idea behind the judicial process and its ,

. ' 1. John Ro Commons . Ibid.g o. 5 =



relation to the present scheme.of things in the.United States 
is the fact that social.cooperation rests not upon a natural 
harmony• of interests„ but upon a state of order that men 
learn to establish among themselves. This order is invoked 
by the courts in settling the conflicts among individuals 
arising from the.scarcity of goods and provides for the or
ganized cooperation indispensable to. efficiency» In exer
cising. their judicial sovereignty the Courts were guided by 
the general principle;; that the whole economic system must 
zhe kept in operation,. Every new business device or business 1 
arrangement which:was a source of economic conflict was . ' 
judged in light of its effect s whether good or bad* cm the 
fpnotioning of the economy as a whole,. In deciding the many 
disputes the courts did not make logically precise distinc-. 
tions* but sought a sdlution that would best satisfy the 
many contending parties. They functioned as a kind of 
funnel or bottleneck" through which the developing ecoriomy 
was forced - to go. through, As a result the courts succeeded 
in removing some of the rough edges from the harsh features 
of modern capitalism. Commons recognized that at times the 
courts hindered: economic .progress hy rendering decisions 
which were dictated more - bynarrow class interests than by 
considerations of the general welfare. Despite this short
coming he believed that* in general* the courts performed .

1, Allan Go Gruehy,.Modem Economic Thought (Hew ' 
loiks .PrenticelHall* Inci* 194-Tj* p, 2 0 4 ,



a valu^ie sWyiGe In ternessiEig the forces of economic :< , 
change> atid ,in making them more serviceable to the general 
:pu*lic. '

In his: tfeatise on institutional Economics Commons did;. 
not succeed^in covering the whole field of institutional 
ecohomics« hut his contributions were fitting and real*. He 
can. be considered as one of the pioneers who have attempted 
to. inject more reality in economic theory* As yet Commons. 
has fewV fpllowers and in all prbbability: will never have, 
many faithfui disciples While teaching at • the University 
Of Wisconsin he •kept his - graduate students busy doing re
search work, along narrow lines and as a result most of them 
becSme . specialists in the labor field. But probably the. 
major reason for his failure to create a large following 
is the ''^readability : of his treatise on Institutional Eco
nomics. -><:IfChe";had matched his intellectual, breadth with a 
'correspondingly adequate style , of exposition Commons® -.
InstitutlOnal Economics would' probably . have been more wide
ly read and appreciated than, it is now. ■: : ;



CHAPTER VI

WESLEY CLAIR ■MITCHELL

E.-:■ - v ..

k - • :Wesley Clair Mitchellp son of a country doctor .̂ was born 
in Rushville^ Illinois^ on August 5s 187A» "There is no rec
ord that he grew np .with any • other complement of ideas than : . 
might be; common to any well-brought-up Middle Western Boy„"' 
After attending the public schools of Decatur he passed on to 
the. University of Chicago in 1892. Here he remained as a 
student continuously until 1899̂ . with the exception of one 
year spent ip post-graduate studies at the Universities of ■ 
Halleuand-lienha. ̂  r.; : ;■ , / .. . . ;;;

While: attending the -University of Chicago. Mitchell came 
under, the' influence of a trio of learned men. From John 
Dewey "the..pragmatist̂  Mitchell obtained his critical attitude 
toward systems of philosophy whose chief .virtue was their - 
internal logical cbnsistency. From Thorstein Veblen he re- ; 
.ceived the basic ideas he used in his own concept of economic 
science. His extensive readings in anthropology, by Mitchell ■' 
were; instigated by Veblen. Also^ Mitchell1s interest in an 
approach to buslness ' cycle theory' was. aroused by Veblen»s 
"pecuniary and industrial employments." From J. Lawrence. . ;

1. Paul T. Hom a n Contemporary Economic Thought (Hew 
: Yorki ; Harper 5Ud:-Ŝ  ■Publishers^ 1 9 2 8 ) ̂ pp. 378-379 . ;
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LaugteltB^'Mitcbell Teceiyed: a stimulus that led him to study . 
extensively the money; ..situation in regard to “greenbacks,n . - 

; ■ These three men helped to shape Mitchell8 s later work in the :; 
•field of economic, investigation and economic . theory o t Along ; 
with the studies carried on under his three big teachers :

; Mitchell also took some systematic course work.-in psychology .
J and thus went far bey ond the program of'study followed by 
most students of economics I : " ■ ' . . ; :

'“Mitchell1s doctorate, was ■ completed.at Chicago in 1899w . t 
his thesis being a History of the legal Tender Acts of.-1862 " '

: and 1863 « Of the three following years Mitchell. spent one ..
. :ln; the Office of the Censusand two as an economic ins true- ■
.• tor ;at:.t'̂e:. University Of Chicago,. ; During this period his 
doctoral'dissertation was expanded„ and became a History of 

. the Greenbacks o In 1903> i Mitchell moved to the Dhiverslty 
of California to begin a decade of fruitful work and steady 
personal growth. Moving from the narrow; scope of the study ; . ..

; of greenbacks j, he expanded his analytical framework and pro
duced a massive mono graph on Business Cycles. ' In the year .

\ 19125 Mitchell- resigned his- positioh at the University of. . 
•California and married the Dean Of Women of that university. 
After spending one,year, abroad he joined the faculty at ;

: Columbia^ He taught a course’ on “Business Cycles” and con- 
;. ;ducted a- class ;on• ,?New Types: of Economic Theory . ' In the :: _- .

"^T^TZ^Eredri^^','Mills"Wesley Clair Mitchell 1874-1948", .. 
The American Economic Review tJune; 1919) 1 p. 732 '1
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latter elassj,' he treated the works of leblen extensively. 
From'testimony of former students .Mitchell? s courses were 
excitihg. and fresh^ each an adventure in education.

- 'Kitchell'C's' activities \while at Columbia bear a great • 
.similarity- to those of Commons .while at the University of - 
Wiscdnsino The following•list of public and professional: 
services'rendered by Mitchell .gives an overall idea of the 
fields he touched^ other thah his writing and university
w o r k , / v t - - v ' r ' - f t  ' :
. . lo Chief of the Price Section of the War•Industries ’

■ : Board' during W ; '
2o Chairman of. .the President * s. Committee On Recent 

" : Social.frends:oA f s . •; ■ ;; ; '
' ;3o Member of the National Planning Boards the \ ’

• ' National Resources Boards and the Federal Emer-*.
. : , . gehcy ■ Idmlnistfatioh" of Publlb- Workso  ̂ .

. One of the founders and developers of the New v
. School Of ̂Social Research, \ - - •-v - - 1

5o Chairman of .the .Committee on the Cost of Living 
:.when, that issue threatened . to:: check production;

\ : of goods during World W a r . i l > ", . ■; -. v ;
b,; Guidance- given to the Bureau of Educational

;. . - . : -; Experimentatiohbv ; v .  '' ; . -

- - • 7c President of the American Economic Association^
the .American ■Statistical ■Association, The Asso- 

.; elation for the Advancement of Science, and the 
Econometric Society. . :. f ::,■ .- ’ .v

■; Wesley; Claif Mitchell died in the year 1943» His "life
. was a full, life and he was., in truth, a whole man o He found
in - life the abiding satisfactions that go with integrity - of
mind, -generosity of spirit, and sdrvlce to a cause that can



draw man out of Mias elf and ’gti b eyond: Mjtisslf v -In M s  life* s 
wbrK MitehMl ‘ seryed the human race ; In M s  own being he v 
helped to give dignity, to that race = f*,; . • . : • '• ;

 ̂ • Mitchell* s General Theoretical Posi'tioh

,; ;V.• . Although Mitchell .has b ecome known .primarily for; his work 
in business cycle and; quantitative analysis5 M s  theoretical - 
:lehhMgb Cahaht he overlooked. Like . Veblen, he has never 
written a detailed treatise in the field .of economic theory. 
Most of. M s  work has been mainly, concerned with- a field faf ’ 
from his subtleties of -theorŷ  namely that of the applica
tion of .statistical technique to the investigation of eco- -'.-y 
nomic phenomena. - He has-., however̂ , shown a sustained inter
est 'ihlthe'theoretical -problems of economics. In speeches 
and articles he has developed M s  views on economic theory. 
There has hot been shown as great an•acceptance of his theo
retical views as:there-has been of his competence as an 
investigator^ but this fact does not merit overlooking his - .. 
work M :  this typew' -:: ' ; 1-- t \  : ' ' - t -
I' :; Mitchell * s view Of business. affairs is that they are ? 

continually undergoing a cumulative change.. He accepted , 
yeblen is view that economie studies must be congruent with..: 
the evolutionary viewpoint.. His primary attack,-against - 
the. orthodox assumptions of a static or a normal condition '

IkederiCk'̂ Ĉ rMlIlsq- Ibid., p. 738. , - ': - i
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- in economic affairs has not "been- of a theoretical n at u r e ' •
: .  By 'reading business history and making laborious investiga- •;

- itions of economic phenomena p it is ..factually, shown "that a ■;
• . . state of change in business conditions is the only normal

' : ": : State» The result; of Mitchell8 s many investigations , has '
confirmed his disbelief in the preconceptibns of the classi-

' . - ' cal writers o- To him .our..econpmy seemed to be nothing more
■ than- a cumulative sequence of events which carried business
: activity through successive phases^ each phase being defin- . -

: ' ; v: able by an objective-: analysis: of available- data. Logical / ..;-
. . V systems deduced from simplified postulates cannot by any :
:: stretch1 of the imagination be held to -give an adequate or
; ■ aecurate aocount of the operation of the economic system,. ' -
.. \ By way of .comparison/ it is interesting to note that Veblen ; :

: ’ and Mitch el Ij, in agreeing on the inadequacy of orthodox .
V ' f economic theory^ have used different ̂methods of attack. .’ ;;;

Veblen8s method of demolishing .systematic theory was to f ■ :
: ’ . ’ q cast doubt upon its postulates; on the /other hand5 Mitchell.
. ■ : appealed'.to his mass'of facts and weaved them into a con- ’
, ; \: >. vine in g picture of economic process that gave ho support > '
; ■ ' to the conclusions of systematic theory. . Viewed in. this : . ;

: y ' lights' Mitchell can .be . considered" not as an imitator of . ■ V 
/ Veblen. but rather.as his complement => . ' —  . : ' . ■ - ; ' '

y;y ' v• 1 In formulating, his ideas on hunian .behavior. Mitchell -
; appears to haye been highly impressed, by William McDougall? s /. -

f;y/ŷ yvV-'-Social1 Psychologŷ , which appeared in 1909> It. has his



"belief that; the ends of lif e are instinctive^ arid the in
stincts that dietrite them are stable and enduring» The 

.intelligence of man enters the picture as a means by'which . 
he seeks to realize these ends. . The usual means employed 
repireserit' merely: types of action which have become habitual» 
Thuss man seeks satisfaction of his instinctive drives 
through the"medium of established social institutions^ which 
are themselyes no more than crystallized.habits of thought :. 
and;, act ion o. The rational behavior described" by the utili- . 
tarlans is explained by Mitchell as being an activity not 
related-to the underlytrig ends of lifet These types of ac
tion are. rational pnly in relatibn to the institutions 
--through which they function° "Business enterprise functions 
through the tmoney economy* and can be rationally pfac- ; 
tieed on the basis of a system of accounting«" Mens in ; 
exerc'ising their ability to make• rational decisions, in the 
pursuit of augmenting their ihcomes tell nothing about the 
"relationship between nioney incomes rind the sri11 sfactibns 
which are derived from spending ;the money incomes« Consump
tion is so ■much a matter of;customary procedure that it can 
hardly be explained in terms of rational behavior. Economic 
"rationality isa.social phenomenon.that can be explained 
by resortto a scientific explahatloh Of human nature which 
grows out of a certain type.of ihstitutions ̂ Mitchell- ; ; ;

\ ''t'lf Paul T = Homan? Contemporary Economic Thought- (Bew 
York: Harper and Brothers Publishers j, ppr 418-419«



further contended that rationai'action comprises but a limit
ed part of total economic; activity«,, ;" I - - " ’ ■; . :
. - ; In regard, to Mitchell8 s. conception of a changing econo
mic, order« he said- that habitual action or institutional be- - 
havior is endles sly- changing,. To adequately account for 
economic behayior a study must. be made tracing the .changes in ■ 
form of the economic institutions which lead up to the present 

: situation.\.It' is the. iask of the economist to examine the 
nature and functioning of economic, institutions if he is to 
arrive at a realistic picture of the functioning of the f 
economic ordert • ..Mitchell works from the pre concept ion that 
a given cultural situation is. not f inals but is a passing 
phase of an endless processo In studying institution'ŝ  the . :• 
economist Is relieved of the problem of studying original 
human nature« and interest is centered on that part of be- ; 
haviof- which cumulatlycly changes. ‘ . ’ ' t ,;; > ,
. f; Mitehell- believed that a fairly accurate notion of the - 
future could be derived from a thorough understanding of 
the; present. In that an economic investigation centers ” 1;

; Institritionŝ  it ^establishes upon ax ‘ 
common plane the work of those who seek to Wow how econo- 
mic organization has developed in the.pasty.of those who V - 
seek to know how it functibns in the presentj, and of those f 
rho seek to know what changes, it promises to undergo in



the future e ?r Much/like John Ro Commons, Mitchell thought 
that something:could he done to improve capitalism. He he-•/ 
lieved that' through Social reform many of the existing, evils 
of the economic societ# could he remedied. The basis:/for/ 
his optimism concernlhg the possibilities of successful so^ 
cial reform was the opinion Of many modern psychologists that 
human nature is highly plastic®. ■. That which passes for human 
nature/is largely types of action called forth by a given 
institutional situation®"' Human nature of one generation is 
chiefly the result of. the ideas of the previous generation ® 
Under different sets of institutions men.can act quite dif- 
fIrehtly. :tithout' violating the- dictates of original human , 
nature® .' This being true ̂ an adjustment, of existing/ institu
tions designed to facilitate the Satisfaction:of instinctive 
drives is quit© possible and is: definitely not ’’against • 
hdman natureas the cbnservatlsts have, claimed® Requisite 
for proper guidance Of society is an adequate understanding 
of /Our 'present; institutional structure ® The social scien- 
tists supplying this information are performing a necessary 
part in the solution of social problems =_

It not being/the purpose of this thesis to examine Mit- ' 
chell1 s business cycle theory and /the technique applied in 
quantative analysist a summary of the concepts and beliefs.; / . 
that, shaped' hiS: activities in the field of economic study; ■

/' Wesleyif ■ Mitchells "The Role of Money in Economic, y ■ 
Theory ̂ ” The MOrP »y Econ. Review (Vol. vî  supplement/, 1916)
P*’160- ' ' ':■'/ //v'-"-'1'. / / .



will- be / made at this point» V;
lo Emphasis on objective' behavion as an object of

■ stnAy^ as. against the intellectual fallacy of the
nineteenth oenthry writers» " ’

, 2 o Economic science as being one of the sciences of •
v'; \ human behavior. : ■ ' ;

: 3o The end purpose of economics is the understandihg
of reality and is achieved by a study of the insti- 
tut ions and processes by which men make their
livingo . :

4.0 The conc.ept of cumulativê , consecutive growth of
the economic organization as opposed to the con- 

. • ■ • . cept'of equilibrium^ - . : 1  'V! '  ̂ V

. ; 5o The Interplay ot reason and-observation is.the ?
1  ‘ only adequate method of arriving at accurate con-

. ■ clusionsc, " ", " : :
6S Statistical measurement as a means of ensuring the

• ■ : v cumulative growth of a body of factual'knowledge;-: :
■- ::;\'and Laisd-- a deyicevvu-th which to test the (validity
' - ■ of ̂hypotheses;.,; - ;•>. ■ I; f.; , ' -.-"a ' - ■

It can be Seen that-Mitchell5 s.: wdrk,has: taken on much 
of:the:character of, Wblen1s theorizing, •It cannot be de
nied. that Teblen8 s influence on Mitchell was greatf but the 
force of this influence was not so great that.Mitchell; can 
be classed merely as an imita-tor of his - illustrious teachero 
He-recognized a deficiency in Veblen8s analysis and formu- .
;lated his approach with the goal in mind of remedying this 
.’iiio -:yeblen>-. although he pushed his ahalysis far beyond the 
borders set by the brthodox economists^ lacked a technique; 
for measuring the importance of the various factors he iden
tified as working within the economic system. To make ; ; 
Veblen5 s type of work more valuable <, Mitchell devoted his 
energies to more thorough and;gentier.inquiries 6 By
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carrying .on investigations, into the more somber details of 
routine'business activitiesp Mitchell provided a firmer foun
dation for Veblen8 s pioneer .work:. He reinforced Yeblen8s 
qualitative analysis with his quantitative analysis. . ' :



CHAP'EER ¥11

; M  EVALUATIQW OF INSTITUTIONAL: ECONOMICS

; ; Many of the critics of institutional economics have level-
ed the charge that Institutional .;econoffiics’ Is a matter -of mere 
' description^ and lacks sufficient objectivity to serve as the c, 
basis for a science -of economi.cs« If this criticism is true, 
then institutional economics has but a very insignlfleant " ‘ -
place in scientific theorlzingo . At most> itS : value, would, be .; 
of a supplementary nature^—a number of'ease studies that would 

; ■ throw a little .light on the; working of 'the present .economic -r 
situation arid.then pass quickly from, the picture^ But on the 

:: - other hand „ if institutional economics has achieved the
■ - . status of a true science^ the story changes considerably.

- This -non-science charge against the institutional school:
: has''usually: been based on a preconceived idea that the only 

d;; kind, of economic science is a set: of highly refined laws de- 
- rived, from an equilibrium economy It is true that nothing A 

' ■ ; resemblirig this has been forthcoming from the institutional- ■
, istSg but that does not necessarily- eliminate them from the . 

ffieldo. The institutionalists deny . tMf^ihe : equilibrium : - ,
economics exhausts the field of economic theorys and that:

. ' , . scientific generalizations should :be limited to" abstract
propositions,; It Is theif •Idea that/science can be defined - :

.X : as an accumulatiori of data which is organized with the a.im i 'V



of discovering generalizations that relate :to that body of • 
data. Thus^ any,system of fact-gathering that results in 
valid generalizations--—fact-gathering not being; an end it
self—-can properly be called a scientific.procedureo ' ,-

Although it can. validly be concluded that institutional 
economies does possess a scientific characterj,. it must also 
be pointed out that it has fallen short of its original ob
jective of hroyihingv.ay rounded-out : the the American ./
econbmiC ordero-; . Many institutionalists lost sight of the ul
timate problem of creating, a sat is fact ory: theory of the total... 
economic system because they became too engrossed.in some 
special- economic problem^ If Veblenj, Commonss .and Mitchell' 
had Integrated their:-specialized- economic investigations with 
a larger, study of the working of the .total economy^ they may 
have achieved their goal-of adequately accounting for the 
operation of American'capitalism0. In spite of their defi
ciencies they have done much toward reconstructing American 
economic theory = In: centering their attention on group be- 
hayior and the. general functioning of.the whole economys they 
have:eliminated some of the ■difficulties of trying to explain 
total eobnomlc activity from.the individual point of view.
They havdgone beyond supply and: demahd conditions into the 
extra-market operations that cannot be taken into considera
tion by a rigid theoretical.framework. They have realized; ' 
that the price system of the modern economy has a cultural ■
. setting which influences, it in many Important ways. Just —
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; . a s  it Is impossible.to adequately nnderstand the behavior of .
; ■ - ; an individual isolated from his cultural setting^ so it is .d

■ just asimpbssible ' to fully eomprehend the working of -the price.
■ system by divorcing it from its . cultural setting-o What the f . ■:

: institutionalists have really done has been to broaden the ■
scope of, economicsc, not by ignoring the conventional, methods 

..., . of ahat^ŝ f j,; but by going far beyond them. ; : . :v .•
i - v- Some of the more fervent advocates of institutional eco~ ; ;

f ' nomics have made the claim that this is the only type of :
Id- economic ' analysis: whichthrows light on the monopolist led and 
• semi-monogolistic segments of the American capitalistic sys-

: . -. tern. This iŝ  of course^ a groundless claim for it cannot : ■ v
•' .- be denied that Edward Chamberlin has contributed highly td a d .
- . better understanding of monopolistic competition. Chamberlin '

and other economists made use of •the. technique of equilibrium'
' ; analysis; in explaining that previously undefined se'.gment of

the economys but in:doing so theywere forced to eliminate ;
2 ; v a consideration cplleutlve pehavlor:; As a result^ such an 

v ■ , analysis becomes quite unrealistic when applied to the mono- ‘;
' polistic area of the American' ecohomy where Collective or -
' ■ collusive action is typical behavior. The institutionalists 

. :r v ; have helped to bring . such an analy sis more to terms with ■ • ;
reality by assuming that collective behavior.is the Usual 
course of action« The- result of their fact-gathering and :
the Accompanying generalizations/refutes the .equilibrium • • // , v f  

anaiyst!s 'conclusion that price, and production policies are I: - /



determinate o /Each case considered, is different from the : 
otners^ but some valid, overall' generalizations. have been / 
offered by the Inst itutipnalis ts» They tie up the price 
and - production policies of monopolistic firms with the ■var
ious phases of the business cydte$ the longer secular, move- 
mentsj, and" with. the .state;of• relations, between the monopo
listic and competitive segments of the total•economy* . \

. In • a rather broad .appraisal Of institutional economics 
it can be said that although it has achieved some success in 
bringing /a more realistic view of the economy to the.' econo- pi 
mists it .certainly is not an explanation of the~functioning 
of the whole economyyf It. cannot stand as a new body, of •. V 
theoryseparate from the old/" which adequately explains all'";:... 
economic phenomena« The data it works wi th af e. voluminous 
and clumsy to handle* It involves the laborious task of 
gathering statistical data.and molding it into some.workable . 
formb- It lacks the .preciseness that is so appealing to.'.many 
of the economists and looms as a misty • vision beyond definiw. 
tion to most' Of them* let^ the Inherited' science* Which is 
so: logically consistent and clear-cutdoes not qualify : asa. 
single::method supplying a full explanation of the economic - :1 
order * : Perhaps the task of inquiring. into t he somber as-:. I 
pe.cts . of business routine^ and the formulation of generali--. 
sations pertinent to that.data^ Is the price,the economist - 
must pay for reality * Whether 'the. institutional approach : 
is the method to be employed to gain a.more.realistic glimpse



Into" the' working of the. economic system is- up to the indi- 
vidual investigator. The. institutional; approach combined V 
with the equiilbrium-type analysisseems to be3, at present ̂ 
-the best .solution to the problem of gaining a full and 
realistie picthre of the functioning of the modem American 
capitalistic" system„ - i/..:. ; - / .'  ̂ f
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